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Reynolds, John 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

(lir<6) 

Friday, February 06, 2015 B.19AM 
Reynolds, John 
RE: Draft 404 Parmit (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classffication: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Yes I did. Thanks for that and I apologize for the confusion regarding the levees. 
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Winters, Willis 

From: Hellmann, Michael 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, February 06, 2015 10:16 AM 
Winters, Willis 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Joppa Connector Trail - Reivew of Text of 404 Permit 
Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device.pdf 

fyi 

Michael C. Hellmann I Assistant Director City of Dallas Park and Recreation Department Planning, Facilities and 
Environment Division 

Michael.hellmann@dallascityhall.com I 214 670-4103 

-----Original Message----
From: Reynolds, John 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2015 9:54 AM 
To: Zackary, Mary; Mike Preston (mike.preston@hok.com); Terri Symonds (tsymonds@symondsecology.com); Clark, 
Dorcy; Lim, Leong; Hellmann, Michael 
Subject: Joppa Connector Trail - Reivew of Text of 404 Permit 

404 Review Team: 

I have reviewed the draft 404 permit (see attached mark ups) . Please send any comments to Mike and Terri today so 
this can be officially submitted to the corps next week with the construction plans. 

We sent the corps this draft copy yesterday afternoon as a result of a conference call trying to get clarification on 
removal of the levee at this juncture. The Corps has not granted us permission yet to proceed with that work until they 
reviewed the exhibits on the wetland locations. 

Thanks 

John Reynolds, PLA 
Sr. Project Coordinator 
Dallas Park and Recreation Department 
214-670-5454 

-----Original Message-----
From: Pri nters@Da llascityha II .com [mailto:Printers@Da llascityhall.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2015 9:09 AM 
To: Reynolds, John 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox Multifunction Device. 

Attachment File Type: pdf, Multi-Page 

Multifunction Device Location: City Hall 6FN Parks 
Device Name: Printer-CH-6FN 

l 
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Device Serial Number: EX9291750 

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com 

2 
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February 2015 

Jurisdictional Determination and 
Request for Individual Permit Authorization 
for The AT&T/Joppa Trail 

Dallas, Dallas County, Texas 

Prepared for: 
The City of Dallas 
Mary Zackary 
1500 Marilla, LI BS 
Dallas, Texas 7520 I 

Prepared by: 
Symonds Ecology 
440 I Bay Valley Dr. 
Garland, Texas 75043 
(972) 496-4701 
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I. lntrod11ctio11 
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Symonds Ecology, Ltd (Symonds Ecology) was retained by HOK, Inc. on behalf of the City of 
Dallas to prepare a jurisdictional dctennination and Seclion 404 Individual Pennit authorization 
request for unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S. resulting from the construction of a 
pedestrian trail in Dallas, Dallas County, Texas. This jurisdictional detennination will be utilized 
to evaluate project designs for avoidance and minimization and provide the USACE with the 
infonnation necessary to confinn suspected onsite waters of the U.S. Anticipated impacts to 
jurisdictional waters include 5.1 acres of forested wetland and 1.5 acres of prairie wetland. 
Mitigation will be provided in the mitigation plan with an associated City of Dallas job (Simpkins 
Site), project number SWF-2013-00065. 

This report includes a jurisdictional delineation and an Individual Penn it request for authorization 
from the USACE for unavoidable impacts to jurisdictional waters. The applicant is the City of 
Dallas, and the limited agent is Terri Symonds, REP of Symonds Ecology (972) 496-470 I. 

2. Methodology 161 iL\--
Field reconnaissance was conducted in March and May 2014, and Aug·~ _)cording to 
guidance provided by the USACE for identifying waters of the U.S. The ~~Jualed for 
the presence of wetlands in accordance with the 1987 US. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland 
Delineation Manual and new guidance for determining jurisdictional waters. An ordinary high 
water mark (OHWM) was documented and identified as the demarcation on the banks of the 
channel established by the fluctuations of water and was indicated by physical characteristics 
such as a clear, natural line impressed on the bank; shelving; changes in the character of the soil; 
destruction of terrestrial vegetation; the presence of leaf litter and debris; or the appropriate 
means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas. 

Field notes and ground photography were used to document the evaluation. Stream channels 
identified as potentially jurisdictional waters were classified as to stream type, using a weighted 
stream evaluation system, based on characteristics typical of ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial 
streams. The evaluation system establishes a methodology that clearly defines a tiered weighted 
scale designed to encompass the range in variability of each characteristic likely to be observed in 
the field. The following general definitions are considered in the final determination: 

Perennial Stream - A perennial stream is defined by flowing water year-round during o typical 
year. The water table is located above the streambed for most of the year. Groundwater is the 
primary source of water for stream flow. Runoff from precipitation is a supplemental source of 
water for stream flow. Perennial streams support a diverse aquatic community of organisms year 
round and arc typically the streams that support major fisheries. 

Intermittent Stream - An intermittent stream is defined by flowing water during certain times of 
the year, when ground water provides water for stream flow. During dry periods, intermittent 
streams may not contain flowing water. Runoff from precipitation is a supplemental source of 

AT&T/Joppa Trail Individual Permit 
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water for stream flow. The biological community of intennittent streams is composed of species 
that are aquatic during a part of their life history or move to perennial water sources. 

Ephemeral Stream - An ephemeral stream is defined by flowing water only during and for a 
short duration after precipitation events in a typical year. Ephemeral streambcds arc located above 
the water table year-round. Groundwater is not a source of water for the stream. Runoff from 
precipitation is the primary source of water for stream flow. Ephemeral streams typically support 
few aquatic organisms. When aquatic organisms are found they typically have a very short 
aquatic life stage. 

In addition to the field reconnaissance, a data review was conducted that included an evaluation 
of USGS topographical maps, soil surveys, and aerial photography of the site and surrounding 
areas. Aerial photography of the site was used in the field to identify potential jurisdictional areas 
and to delineate proposed jurisdictional boundaries. The photography was also used to note 
vegetation growth patterns and to identify potential site anomalies requiring additional review. 

3. Site Locatio11 am/ Description 
The proposed AT&T/Joppa Trail project is located within the City of Dallas, along the east and 
west banks of the Trinity River, south and north of Loop 12 (Sheet I, 2 and 3). The project is 
located within the Trinity River floodway. The surrounding land use consists primarily or 
undeveloped land and scattered commercial and industrial developments (Sheet 4 and 5). The 
project limits transect a forested wetland and prairie wetlands adjacent to the Trinity River. 

Vegetation within the trail alignment consists of primarily of mature growth hardwoods, prairie 
grasses, and wetland prairie grasses. 

According the USGS 7.5-minutc Quadrangle Map of Hutchins, TX, the ground surface elevation 
varies from approximately 380 to 400 feet above mean sea level (MSL) (Sheet 6). Generally, 
drainage flows to the Trinity River to the west. 

4. Soils 
The most recent Soil Survey of Dallas County. Texas ( 1980) indicates that the project area 
contains soils or the Silawa-Silstid-Bnstsil Association (Sheet 7 and 8). The Silawa-Silstid
Bastsil Association contains deep, nearly level to sloping soils that are loamy and sandy. These 
soils typically occur on stream terraces. 

According to the Dallas County Soil Survey, 6 soil types are reported as occurring within the trail 
alignment. 

40 Gowen Loam, frequently flooded 
3 Argents, loamy, hilly 

73 - Trinity clay, frequently flooded 
72 - Trinity clay, occasionally flooded 

AT&T/Joppa Trail Individual Perm t 
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63 - Siliwa Urban Land Complex, 2 to 6 percent slopes 
64 - Silstid loamy fine sand, 0 lo 3 percent slopes 
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Trinity clay, frequently flooded is reported as a hydric soil in the Hydric Soils List/or Texas. 

5. Vegetation and Wildlife 
Texas Parks and Wildlife classifies the vegetation type at the subject site as Urban along the 
northern reaches of the project area and Silvcr-Bluestem Water Oak- Elm- Hackberry Forest. 

A Non-Inclusive Listing ofVcge1a1ion 

Scientific Name Common Name Comment Indicator Stall!! 
Q11erc11s nigra Water Oak Concentrated in forested wetland area FAC 

Populus deltoides Cottonwood Concentrated in wetland edges FAC 

Ulmus americana American Ehn Scattered throughout FACU+ 

Cynodon dacty/011 Bennudagrass Scattered throughout FACU+ 

Ambrosia 1riflda Giant Ragweed Scattered throughoul FAC 

A:conop11s compressus Carpet Grass Within wetland area FACW 

Care.t albolutescens Greenwhite sedge Within wetland area FACW 

Sofidago canadensis Canada goldenrod In prairie area F AC 

Hydrophytic vegetation includes plants typically adapted to moist or saturated soil conditions 
and/or periodic or pennanent inundation. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in concert with the 
National and Regional lnteragency Review Panels, the USACE, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and the National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) has 
developed a comprehensive classification system that rates plants based on their estimated 
probability of occurrence in wetlands and assigns en indicator status to each plant (National Lisi 
of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands Region 6 - Texas a11d Oklahoma, RGM, 1994 ). 

Indicators that comprise the classification system include: 

obligate wetland (OBL) - occurs with an estimated 99 % probability in wetlands 
fac11/1a1ive we1/a11d(FACW)- estimated 67 to 99 % probability ofoccurrcncc in wetlands 
fac11/1ative (FAC) - equally likely to occur in wetland or upland (34-66 % probability) 
facultative 11pland(FACU)- estimnted 67 to 99 % probability to occur in uplands 
11pla11d (UPL) - estimated 99 % probability to occur in uplands 

Other indicators include a 11011-i11dicator (NI) notation if there is insufficient information to 
determine an indicator status, a (NA) notation if there was not a unanimous decision on the 
species in that region, and a 11ot occurring (NO) notation if the species is not within the specific 
region. A plus sign(+) after the status indicates a frequency toward the higher end of e category 

AT&T/Joppa Trail lndivldual Permit 
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(more likely to occur in a wetland), and a negative sign(-) indicates the species is less frequently 
found in 11 wetland. 

According to the Wetla11d Delineation Manual, the criteria for hydrophytic vegetation arc met 
when more than 50 % of the dominant species are obligate, facultative wetland, or facultauve. A 
qualified wetland delineator assessed each potential jurisdictional area to identify plant 
communities and individual species. The vegetation in each stratum was identified, and its 
assigned indicator status was determined. If greater than SO% of the species identified were FAC 
or wetter, the wetland vegetation criteria were considered met. Based on this definition, areas 
must be vegetated to be classified as a wetland (non-vegetated areas such as open water and dry 
channels may still be jurisdictional, but they are not wetlands). 

Wildlife noted during field reconnaissance includes: great egret (Casmerodi11s a/bus), great blue 
heron (Ardea herodias), rabbit (Sy/vi/ag11s aq11atic11s), and red-tailed hawk (811teo jamaicensis). 
None of these species are list either federally or by the state as threatened, endangered, or species 
of special concern. 

6. FEMA Floodplain Map 
According to the FEMA Flood Insurance Rale Map (FIRM), Community Panel Number FM 
48 I 13C0505 J, revised August 23, 200l the proposed alignment occurs within Zone AE shaded 
and hatched - Areas delermined to be in the floodway (Sheet 9 and 10). 

7. National Wetland J11ve11tory Map (NW/ Map) 

According to the NWI map two wetland types are identified within the proposed alignment 
(Sheet 11 and 12): 

PFOlA- Palustrinc, Forested, Broad-leaved Deciduous, Temporaily Flooded 
PFOIC- Palustrinc, Forested, Broad-leaved Deciduous, Seasonally Flooded 

PFOJA- Palustrine, Forested, 81·oad-Jeaved Decid11011s. Temporarily Flooded 

Palustrinc - The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, 
emergents, mosses or lichens. Palustrine wetlands may be situated shoreward of lakes, river 
channels, or estuaries; on river floodplains; in isolated catchments; or on slopes. They may 

also occur as islands in lakes or rivers. 

Forested - Characterized by woody vegelation that is 6 m tall or taller. 

Broad-leaved Deciduous - Woody angiosperms (trees or shrubs) with relatively wide, flat 
leaves that are shed during the cold or dry season; e.g., black ash (Fraxrnus nigra). 

AT&T/Joppa Tra;l lndiv1dual Pennit 
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Temporarily Flooded - Surface water is present for brief periods during growing season, but 
the water table usually lies well below the soil surface for most of the growing season. Plants 
that grow both in uplands and wetlands may be characteristic of this water regime. 

PFOJC- Palustrine, Forested, Broad-leaved Deciduous. Seasonally Flooded 

Palustrine - The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, 
emergents, mosses or lichens. Palustrine wetlands may be situated shoreward of lakes, river 
channels, or estuaries; on river floodplains; in isolated catchments; or on slopes. They may 
also occur as islands in lakes or rivers. 

Forested - Characterized by woody vegetation that is 6 m tall or taller. 

Broad-leaved Deciduous - Woody angiospenns (trees or shrubs) with relatively wide, flat 
leaves that arc shed during the cold or dry season; e.g., black ash (Fraxinus nigra). 

Seasonally Flooded - Surface water is present for extended periods especially early in the 
growing season, but is absent by the end of the growing season in most years. The water table 
after flooding ceases is variable, extending from saturated to the surface lo a water table well 
below the ground surface. 

8. Description of Jurisdictional Areas 

The proposed AT&T alignment transects a forested wetland area. This wetland area is within the 
floodway of the Trinity River. The wetland area is forested and contains hydric soils and 
hydrophytic vegetation. Standing water was not present at the lime of field reconnaissance. The 
trail alignment will impact approximately 5.3 ac. in size (Sheet 13). Wetland vegetation 
primarily consists of Water Oak, Elm, Cottonwood, and Sedges. 

The proposed Joppa alignment meanders through wetland cells located northwest of the Trinity 
River and Loop 12. The alignment avoids open water areas, but meanders through adjacent 
prairie wetlands. An elevated bridge section crosses at the forested wetland area located adjacent 
to the Trinity. The trail alignment will impact apprmdmately 1.5 ac. of prairie wetland (Sheet 
14). 

Protected Species 
The subject property was evaluated for the potential of containing protected species and protected 
species habitat. The evaluation included species listed by the USFWS as federally threatened (T), 
endangered (E), or candidate (C) for Dallas County, as well as species listed by the State as 
threatened, endangered, and sensitive species. The protected species for Dallas County are listed 
below: 

AT&T/Joppa Tra~l Individual Permit 
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Dallas Cotmty 
Arctic Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus t1mdri11s) 
Bald Eagle (Haliaeet11s leucocephalus) 
Black-capped Vireo (Vireo atricapillus) 
Golden-cheeked Warbler (Dendoica c/11)•soparia) 
Interior Least Tern (Sterno antJ/arwn athalassos) 
Piping Plover (Chal'adrius melodus) 
Whooping Crane (Grus americana) 
Wood Stork (Mycteria americana) 
Texas Homed Lizard (Phrynosoma corn11t111n) 
Timber/Canebrake Rattlesnake ( Crotalus horridus) 
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The trail alignment does not cross large bodies of water such as sea coasts, large lakes, streams, 
or rivers that are required for nesting and feeding by the bald eagle and the interior least tern; 
therefore, the trail alignment can be excluded as containing potential habitat for either of these 
species. 

The black-capped vireo prefers oak-juniper woodland areas with distinctive patchy, two layer 
aspect for nesting and foraging. The trail alignment does not contain habitat features required by 
this species. 

The golden-checked warbler requires strips of mature Ashe juniper bark for nesting. The trail 
alignment does not contain this species of tree. 

The whooping crane, piping plover, and arctic peregrine falcon could be potential migrants to 
Dallas County; however, the trail alignment docs not contain any habitat conditions that arc prime 
or unique for these species. 

The wood stork forages in prairie ponds, flooded pastures or fields, ditches, and other shallow 
standing water, including salt-water. These birds move into Gulf States in search of mud flats 
and other wetlands, even those associaled with forested areas. The trail alignment docs not 
con1ain any habitat conditions that arc prime or unique for this species, 

The Texas homed lizard prefers open, arid and semi-arid regions with sparse vegetation, 
including grass, cactus, scattered brush or scrubby trees. This species burrows into rodent 
burrows in soils that vary in texture from sandy to rocky and hides under rock when inactive . 
The trail alignment does not contain any habitat conditions that are prime or unique for this 
species. 

The timber/canebrake rattlesnake is known lo inhabit swamps, floodplains, upland pine and 
deciduous woodlands, riparian zones, abandoned f annland, and limeslone bluffs in areas of sandy 
soil or black clay. This species prefers dense ground cover, i.e. grapevines or palmetto. The trail 
alignment does nol contain any habitat conditions that are prime or unique for this species. 

AT&T/Joppa Trail tncfvidual Permit 
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10. Descriptio11 of Impacts 
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Regulated activities expected to occur onsite ore a result of the construction of a pedestrian trail 
through the floodway of the Trinity River. Due to the configuration of the trail, avoidance was 
not possible (Sheet IS and 16). Impacts to forested wetlands of the AT&T trail arc 11,200 If and 
approximately 12 feet wide. Impacts on the Joppa trail arc 3,700 If and approximately 12 ft. 
wide. Construction vehicles have driven within portions of the alignment, pushing soil and 
sediments to either side of the alignment; therefore, a width of 20 ft. is used to determine an area 
of impact (6.8 ac.). f_.../ T L l'l 

( I' I..> I IJ .. 
The design intent of the trail is to have ttl~ concrete surface close to existing grade. In most places 
the surface of the trail is +/. 6 inches frorR-nnish grade. The cross section indicates lhe trail is 12 
ft. wide with grading at each edge approximately 3 ft. giving an overall width of concrete and 
graded edges nt 18 '-0". The edges of the trail that are graded will be seeded with native grasses. 

Portions of the Joppa trail adjacent to the Trinity River arc elevated; therefore, reducing impacts 
to wetland areas. Elevated portions of the Joppa trail will be 160 If on the west of the Trinity 
River nnd 220 If east. Also, two span bridges will be constructed to cross the Trinity River and 
Honey Springs Branch along Loop 12. 

Water discharged offsitc will meet the 300 mg/I turbidity standard outlined in the Section 40 I 
water quality best management practices. 

11. A voida11ce and Minimization 
Due to the project purpose and location, complete avoidance was impracticable. Since the 
applicant cannot avoid waters of the U.S., the minimnl amount of impact is proposed. 

Minimization 

Having detennined that there were no other practicable alternatives that would avoid onsite 
jurisdictional waters and meet the project purpose, the applicant evaluated alternatives to 
minimize impacts to jurisdictional waters. Jurisdictional areas intended to be impacted as a result 
of this project were evaluated, walked, and flagged. The least damaging alternative was selected 
for the chosen alignment. Elevated portions of the trail were designed in wetland areas along the 
Trinity and two span bridges to further reduce impacts to jurisdictional waters. 

Avoidance 

Complete avoidance was not possible due to the location of wetland areas and the intent of the 
trail system to be located within a forested area along the Trinity River and along wetland cells 
north of Loop 12. Various site plans were considered for the area, but practicable altcmat1ves 
were limited given the nature of the property lines, property size constraints, and configurations 
of development standards. 

AT&T/Joppa Trail ndivldual Permt 
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12. Cultural Resources 
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A review of the Texas Historical Resources Historical Properties Atlas did not reveal any listed 
properties within 750 meters of the site; therefore, no impacts to listed properties are expected as 
a result of this project. 

Should evidence of ancient human artifacts be discovered during construction activities, all work 
will cease and the appropriate agencies will be contacted for further evaluation. 

13. Mitigation 
Mitigation is already in place and is part of an existing City of Dallas project known as Simpkins 
Site, USACE project number SWF-2013-00065. 

14. S11111mary 
Based on the findings described in this report, approximately 6 .8 ac. of forested wetland and 
prairie wetland will be impacted by the project as a result of regulated activities. The applicant is 
offering mitigation to offset for impact for regulated activities and is currently in place as part of 
the Simpkins project SWF-2013-00065 . The applicant is notifying the USA CE of unavoidable 
impacts to jurisdictional waters as required under the Individual Penn it. Terri Symonds, REP is 
the limited agent and can be reached at (972) 496-470 I. 

AT&T/Joppa Trail Individual Permit 
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 

Fort Worth District 

Application for Department of the Army Individual Permit 
This form integrates the information In ENG Form 4345 with the items required by the Fort Worth District for 
Section 10 and Section 404 permits. Please consult instructions Included at the end prior to completing this form. 

Contents 
• Description of an Individual Permit 

Part I: Project Information 
Part II: Altemative(s) Analys's 
Part III: Project Impacts and Mitigation 

• Part IV: Attachments 
• Instructions 

DESCRIPTION OF AN INDIVIDUAL PERMIT 

Authorities: 33 USC 401, Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899; Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act, and Section 103 of the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 
1976 (not applicable in the Fort Worth District). Principal Purpose: These laws require permits 
authorizing activities in, or affecting, navigable waters of the U.S.; the discharge of dredged or 
fill material into waters of the U.S.; and the transportation of dredged material for the purpose 
of dumping it into ocean waters. Routine Uses: Information provided on this form will be used 
in evaluating the application for a permit. Disclosure: Disclosure of requested information is 
voluntary. If information is not provided, however, the permit application cannot be processed 
nor can a permit be issued. 

Activities that do not qualify for authorization under the General Permit program may qualify 
for authorization by Individual Permit (IP). Authorization under IP may be obtained only 
through application with the USACE. These permits are issued for activities that have more 
than minimal adverse impacts to waters of the U.S., and evaluation of each permit application 
involves more thorough review of the potential environmental and socioeconomic effects of 
the proposed activity. 

An application for a Department of the Army IP under Section 404 or Section 10 will be 
determined to be complete when the USACE receives sufficient information to issue a public 
notice (see 33 CFR 325.l{d) and 325.3(a) for details and supporting information). The 
applicant should address all activities that the applicant plans to undertake that are reasonably 
related to the same project and for which a Department of the Army permit would be 
required. An alternatives analysis and a mitigation plan are not required for a complete 
application to prepare a public notice but are very helpful. 

One set of original drawings or good reproducible copies which show the location and 
character of the proposed activity must be attached to this application (see sample drawings 
and instructions) and be submitted to the District Engineer having jurisdiction over the location 
of the proposed activity. An application that is not completed in full will be returned. 

Page 1of8 SWF Recommended IP Applic:ation Form 
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Part I: Project Information 
Box 1 Project Name: 
AT&T Trails 
Applicant Title 

Malling Address 
1500 Marilla, L!BS 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

Applicant Company, Agency, etc. 
Cl of Dallas 
Applicant's internal tracking number (it l111v> 

Work Phone with area Home Phone With 11re11 Fax# E-mail Address 
ri4_

671
_
9507 

code 214-670-3226 mary.zackary@dallascltyhall.com 

Relationship of applicant to pro erty: 
Owner Purchaser lessee Other: 

Application Is hereby made for a permit or permits to authorize the work as described herein. I certify that I am 
familiar with the Information contained In this application, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief, such 
Information is true, complete, and accurate. I further certify that I possess the authority to undertake the 
proposed activities. I hereby grant to the agency to which this application Is made the right to enter the 
above-described location to Inspect the proposed, ln·progress, or completed work. 1 agree to start work 2!fil'. 
after all necessa ermlts have been received. 

Box 2 Authorized Agent/Operator Name and Signature: (If ;in a111mt Js acting for Ure ilppllunt 
during the permit process) 

Terri S monds 
Agent/Operator Title 
Environmental Consultant 
Mailing Address 
4401 Bay Valley Dr. 
Garland TX 75043 
E-mail Address 

monds@s mondsecolo .com 

Agent/Operator Company, Agency, etc. 
S monds Ecolo LTD 

Work Phone with area cade 

972-496-4701 
Home Phone with area cede Fax # Cell Phone# 

214·926-0429 972-414-0451 

Box"":J---Nam~ property owner, if other than applicant: --------Multi le Current Owners (Ifmultlptecurrentpro e owners checkhereandlndudulistfnAtachmentAJ 

Page 2 ore SWF Recommended IP Applic:ation Form 
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I 

l 

----~=====-~~~---------~------------
Owner Title 

Full Mailing Address 

Work Phone with area code Home Phone with area c00e 

Box 4 Name of ·adjOffiinQ"P"ropeFty owner, lessee, etc. whose property adjoins the 
project site: 
[8] Multiple Adjoining Property Owners/Lessees and Full Mailing Addresses (If multiple adfolning 
property owner.s/lessees. check here and lndude a list In Attilchment BJ 

Name and Full Mailing Address: 
See attached. 

Box 5 Project location, including street address, city, county, state, and zip code 
where proposed activity will occur: 
The proposed AT&T Trail project is located within the City of Dallas, Along the east banks of 
the Trinity River, south of Loop 12 (Sheet 1 of 9) 
Nature of Activity (Descrlptlon of project; lndude all features; see Instructions): 

The proposed activity is to construct a pedestrian trail alonQ the Trinity River. 
Project Purpose (Description of the reason or purpose of the project; see Instructions): 

To meet the needs of a orowino community. 
Has a delineation of waters of the U.S., including wetlands, been completed? (see instructions) 

[8] Yes, in Attachment C D No 
If a delineation has been completed, has it been verified in writing by the USACE? 
0 Yes, Date of approved or preliminary jurisdictional determination (mm/dd/yyyy): 

USACE project: 
nNo 
Are color photographs of the existing conditions available? ~ Yes, in Attachment D 
Are aerial photoaraohs available? rxl Yes in Attachment D D No 

UNo 

Complete the table in Attachment E for any waters of the U.S. impacted by the 
proposed project. 
Waterbody(ies) (If known; otherwise enter "an unnamed tributary to'}: 

Tributarv(ies) to what known downstream waterbodv(ies): The East Fork of the Trinity River 
Latitude and longitude (Oedmal Degrees at center of project): 

USGS Quad map name(s): 
Hutchins, TX 
Watershed(s) and other location descriptions, if known: 

Directions to the project location: 
See sheet 1 of 9 from the attached report. 

Part II: Alternative{s) Analysis 
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Box 6 Describe the alternatives that would meet your overall project purpose in 
accordance with the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) guidelines to demonstrate 
the proposed activity represents the least environmentally damaging practicable 
alternative: (See instructions} 
D Alternative(s) Analysis in Attachment F 
Other alternatives would include relocation of the trail through the same general area. The 
chosen alignment impacted jurisdictional waters the least. Most of the trail is located atop an 
existing ridge or utility easement. 

Part III: Project Impacts and Mitigation 
Box 7 Reason(s) for Discharge into waters of the U.S. (See instructions}: 

To construct a concrete trail svstem. 
Type(s) of material being discharged and the amount of each type in cubic yards: 
Native soils and concrete. 35,000 cv 
Total surface area (in acres) of wetlands or other waters of the U.S. to be filled: 
6.8 acres to be filled 
For activities involving dredging in navigable waters of the U.S., describe the type, 
composition, and quantity of the material to be dredged, the method of dredging, and the site 
and plans for disposal of the dredged material: 

Indicate the proposed impacts to waters of the U.S. in ACRES (for wetlands and impoundments) and LINEAR 
FEET (for rivers and streams), and Identify the impact(s) as permanent and/or temporary for each waterbody 
type listed below. The table below is intended as a tool to summarize impacts by resource type for planning 
compensatory mitlgatlon and does not replace the table of waters of the U.S. in Attachment E. 

Permanent TemDorarv 
Waterbody Type Acres Linear feet Acres Linear feet 

Non-forested wetland 1.5 

Forested wetland 5.3 

Perennial stream 

Intermittent stream 

Ephemeral stream 

lmpoundment 

Other: 

Total: 6.8 

Potential indirect and/or cumulative impacts of proposed discharge cir any): 

Impacts will include fill the above referenced areas with native soils from the surrounding area 
and concrete. 
Required drawings (see tnstructlons): 

Vicinity map:~ In Attachment G 
To-scale plan view drawing(s): ~In Attachment G 
To-scale elevation and/or cross section drawino(s): ~In Attachment G 
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Is any portion of the work already complete? Yes No 
If es describe the work: Portions of the trail have been constructed. 

Box 8 Authority: (see instructions) 
Is Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act for projects affecting navigable waters applicable? 
0 Yes ~ No (see Fort Worth Dlstrlt:t N•vlgab/e Waters list) 

Is Section 404 of the Clean Water Act applicable? l'.XI Yes D No 

Box 9 Federally Threatened or Endangered Species (see rnstructfons) 
Please list any federally-listed (or proposed) threatened or endangered species or critical habitat 
potentially affected by the project (use scientific names (i.e., genus species), if known): 
None affected b the ro 'ect 
Have surveys, using U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) protocols, been conducted? 

Yes Re ort in Attachment H ~No ex lain : None were warranted. 
If a federally-listed species would potentially be affected, please provide a description and a 
biological evaluation. 

Yes Re art in Attachment H Not attached 
Has Section 7 consultation been initiated by another federal agency? 
0 Yes Initiation letter in Attachment H No 
Has Section 10 consultation been initiated for the proposed project? 

Yes Initiation letter in Attachment H ~ No 
Has the USFWS issued a Biological Q.Einion? 
0 Yes, Report in Attachment H IX! No 

If es list date o inion was issued mm/dd/ 

Box 10 Historic Properties and Cultural Resources 
Please list any historic properties listed (or eligible to be listed) on the National Register of Historic 
Places which the project has the potential to affect: 
None listed 
Has an archaeological records search been conducted? 
~Yes Re ort in Attachment I D No ex lain : 
Are any cultural resources of any type known to exist on-site? 

Yes No 
Has an archaeological pedestrian survey been conducted for the site? 

Yes Re ort in Attachment I ~ No ex lain : Na evidence of need at this time 
Has Section 106 or SHPO consultation been initiated by another federal or state agency? 

Yes Initiation letter in Attachment I No 
Has a Section 106 MOA been signed by another federal agency and the SHPO? 
D Yes, in Attachment I ~ No 

If es list date MOA was si ned mm dd/ 

A plicant proposes combination of one or more of the following mitigation types: 
Miti ation Bank 0 On-site [8J Off-site Number of sites: 1 D None 
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Applicant proposes to purchase mitigation bank credits: LJ Yes !XI No 
Mitigation Bank Name: 
Number of Credits: 
Indicate in ACRES (for wetlands and impoundments) and LINEAR FEET (for rlvers and streams) the total quantity 
of waters of the U.S. proposed to be created, restored, enhanced, and/or preserved for purposes of providing 
compensatory mitigation. Indicate mitigation site type (on- or off-site) and number. Indicate waterbody type 
(non-forested wetland, forested wetland, perennial 
impoundment, other) or non-jurisdictional (uplands1). 

stream, intermittent stream, ephemeral stream, 

Mitigation Waterbody Type Created Restored Enhanced Preserved 
Site Type and 

Number 

e.g., On-site 1 Non-forested wetland 0.5 acre 

e.g., Off-site 1 Intermittent stream 500 LF 1000 LF 

Simpkins Site 

Totals: 
' For u1:1lands. nlease Indicate If deslqned as an upland buffer. 

Summary of Mitigation Work Plan (Describe the mitigation activities listed in the table above): 

Provide a detailed explanation of how appropriate and practicable steps have been taken to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate, the adverse impact of the proposed project on the aquatic 
ecosystem: 
Due to the location of jurisdictional waters, complete avoidance was impracticable. 

Several site plan options were considered to reduce impacts to jurisdictional waters. The 
proposed option limits impacts to jurisdictional waters to filling as small an area as is feasible, 
in an area least damaging to jurisdictional waters. All removed sediments will be stored in 
upland areas and TCEQ required BMPs will be followed to reduce the likelihood of additional 
redistribution of soils. 

Having determined that there were no other practicable alternatives that would completely 
avoid jurisdictional waters and meet the project purpose, the applicant evaluated alternatives 
to minimize impacts to jurisdictional waters. The applicant has minimized impacts to 
iurisdictional waters to the extent practicable. 
Has a conceptual mitigation plan been prepared in accordance with the USACE regulations and 
guidelines? ~ Yes, in Attachment J D No 1 explain): 
Mitigation site(s) latitude and longitude (Decimal USGS Quad map name(s): 
Degrees at center cf site): 

Other location descriptions, if known: 

Directions to the mitigation location(s): 
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Box 12 Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification (see instructions): 
For Texas: 
TCEQ Type of 401 Certification: D Tier I ~Tier II 

For Tier I, does the project incorporate the Best Management Practices (BMPs) and other 
requirements of the Tier I Checklist? 
D Yes (Include Completed Tier I Checklist in Attachment K) D No 

For Tier II, has a 401 Certification Questionnaire and Alternatives Analysis Checklist been 
completed? D Yes, in Attachment K ~No 

For Louisiana: 
Applying for individual water quality certification? D Yes 18] No 

Other information for individual water quality certification: 

Box 13 List of other certifications or approvals/ denials received from other 
federal, state, or local agencies for work described in this application: 

Agency 
Approval Identification 

Date Applied 
Date 

Date Denied Type2 No. ADDroved 

Would lndude but Is not restricted to zonlno. bulldlno. and noodolain oermits 
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Part IV: Attachments 

A. list of Project Site Property Owners 
B. List of Adjoining Property Owners, Lessees, etc. 
C. Delineation of Waters of the U.S., Including Wetlands 
D. Color Photographs 
E. Table of Waters of the U.S. Impacted by the Proposed Project 
F. Alternative(s) Analysis 
G. Required Drawings/Figures 
H. Federally Threatened or Endangered Species Information 
I. Historic Properties and Cultural Resources Information 
J. Conceptual Mitigation Plan 
K. Section 401 Water Quality Certification Information 
L. Other: 

End of Form 
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44u1 'E1l '!f 1'11ff~ y Drive 
ycll"C.1111(, ·Texas 73043 
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WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM - Great Plains Region 

Project/Site: _ _,_A""T_.&~T_T,_.ra=-1"'-1 __________ City/County; Dallas. Dallas Covnty Sampling Date 4/18/14 

AppllcanVOwner· _ __,T..,h.,.e_,C .. it .... y_.o""-r ... D .. a,,,lla.,s.__ _______________ Stale -~T~X~-- Sampling Point: _,P._1,__ __ _ 

lnvestigator{s): Terri Symonds Section, Township, Range:------------------

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.): Within wetland Local relief (concave, convex, none): _.....:.:;no,.,n"'eo-..------ Slope(%) __ _ 

Subregion (LRR): -------------- Lat.--------- Long --------- Datum. _ __ _ 

SoO Map Unil Name __ T""rinl....._ty.._,.C! .. a.._y._.f"'rea=u'-"e~n,t ... ly._.llo=o'-"de""d"'----------- NWI c::lassilicatlon _ __,P'""F_,0""1""A-'------

Are climatic I hydrologlc conditions on the site typical for this time ol year? Yes __ x_ No ___ (ti no, explain In Remarks.) 

Are Vegetation __ , SoU __ , or Hydrology ___ signilicanUy disturbed? 

Are Vegetation __ , Sol---· or Hydrology ___ naturany problematic? 

Are ·Normal Circumstances· present? Yes _x __ No 

(II needed, explain any answers In Remarks ) 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc. 

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present? Yts _x_ No --- Is the Sampled Area 

Hydric Soll Present? Yes _x_ No --- within 1 Welland? Yes x No 
Welland Hydrology Present? Yes __ x_ No -----
Remarks: 

The wetland Is located within the floodway of the Trinity River. 

VEGETATION - Use scientific names of plants. 
Absolute Dominant Indicator Dominance Test worksheet: 

Tree Stratum (Plot size· 10 sf ) :r, C2ver ~pecles? ~ Number of Dominant Species 

1. Q!.!ercus nigra _.1Q_ N _£&. Thal Are OBL. FACW, or FAC 

2. Popvlus deltoides 5 ---1i_ __w;_ (excluding FAC-) 1 (A) 

3. --- --- Total Number of Dominant 

4. 
Species Across All Strata , (B) 

--- ---
= Total Cover Percenl of Dominant Species 

Sa2llng/Shrub Strj!t!.!m (Pict size. ) That Arc OBL. FACW. or FAC: 100 (A/B) 

1. ------- Prevalence Index worksheet: 
2. --- --- Total % Cover of: 55 Multiply by. 
3. --- - OBL species l( 1 = 
4. --- --- FACW species 40 x2= eo 
5. --- --- FAC species 15 x 3 = 45 

=Total Cover 

Herb Sltj!tum {Plot size: 4 sf ) FACU species x 4 = 

1. C11rex 51!1!· ~ y FACW UPL species x 5 = 

2. Axonoc:ius i&!lml!rcssus __ 10_ ~ ~ Column Totals ~5 (Al 125 (B) 

3. --- --- Prevalence Index =BIA" 2.27 
4 . --- ---
5. 

Hydrophyttc Vegetation Indicators: 

--- --- _JL Dominance Tesl is >50% 
6. --- --- _JL Prevalence Index is S3.0' 
7. --- --- _ Morphological Adaptations' (Provide supporting 

B. --- --- data in Remarks or on a separate sheet) 

9. --- --- _ Problemallc Hydrophytlc Vegetation' (E•plain) 

10. --- ---
"Total Cover 'tndicators of hydrlc soil and wclland hydrology must 

Woodv Vine Stratum (Plot size: ) be present, unless disturbed or problemallc 

1. --- ---
2. --- --- Hydrophyllc 

55% = Total Cover 
Vegetation 
Present? Vas _x __ No 

% Bare Ground in Herb Stratum 10% 
--

Remarks: 

US Army Corps of Engineers 
Great Plains - Interim Vers:on 
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SOIL Sampling Point:-----

Profile Description: (Describe lo the depth needed to document the lndlcalor or conRrm the absence of indicators.) 

Depth Matrix Redox Features 

{!nche~l Qo1or (moist] ~ Color (mgisl} _% __ ...:mi_ ....l:2L Texture R£mark! 

5 10YR 311 -- --- --- --- Cla:r:!,oam 

5.10 10YR 211 --- ------ - Clair: 

-· ------
--- -- --- -- ------ - . 

--- ---- --
--- ------ - -
- - ------ -

'Tvce: C•Concentration. D=Deoletlon, RM=Reduced Matrbt, CS=Covered or Coaled Sand Grains. 1Locatlon: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix 

Hydrlc Soll Indicators: (Appllc1ble to 111 LRRs, unless otherwise noted.) fndlcetors for Problematlc Hydrlc Soils': 

- Hislosol (A 1) _ Sandy Gleyed Malrlx (S4) _ 1 cm Muck (A9) (LRR I, J) 

- Hlslic Epipedon (A2) _ Sandy Redox (SS) _ Coast Prairie Redox (A16) (LRR F, G, H) 

_ Black Histic (A3) _ Stripped Matrix (SS) _ Dark Surface (S7) (lRR G) 

Hydrogen Sulfide (A4) _ Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) _ High Plains Depressions {F16) 

_ Stratified Layers (A5) (LRR F) ..X. loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2) (LRR H outside or MLRA 72 & 73) 

_ 1 cm Muck (A9){lRR F, G, H) _ Depleted M11trix {FJ) _ Reduced Vertie (F18) 

_ Oeple1ed Below Dark Surface (A 11) _ Redor Dark Surface (F6) _ Red Parent Material (TF2) 

_ Thick Dark Surface {A 12) _ Depleted Dark Surface (F7) _ Other {Exp~eln in Remarks) 

_ S11ndy Mucky Mineral (51) _ Redox Depressions (F8) >Indicators or hydrophytic vegetallon and 

_ 2.5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat {S2) (LRR G, H) _ High Plains Depressions (F16) weUand hydrology must be present, 

_ 5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat (53) (lRR F) (MLRA 72 & 73 of LRR H) unle55 disturbed or problematic. 

Restrlctlv& layer (if present): 

Typo: 

Depth (inches). Hydrlc Soil Prosent? Yes_ No --
Remarks 

Low chroma soils presenl 

HYDROLOGY 
Wel~nd Hydrology Indicators: 

Primaty lndicatO{l (minimum of one roguired; check all that e1ml:r:) SeconQaCi lndica!ors (minimum of two rcgu11ed} 

_ Surface Waler (A 1) _Salt Crust(B11) _ Surface Soll Cracks (BG) 

_ High Water Table (A2) _ Aquatic Invertebrates (813) _ Sparsely Vegetaled Concave Surface (!38) 

_ Saluration (A3) _ Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1) L Drainage Pallems (810) 

_ Water Marks (81) _ Ory-Season Waler Tablo (C2) _ Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (CJ) 

_ Sediment Deposits (52) _ Oxidized Rh zospheres on Living Roots (C3) (whore tllled) 

_ Drift Oeposils (83) {where not lllled) _ Crayfish Burrows (CB) 

_ Algal Mat or Crust (84) _ Presence of Reduced Iron {C4) _ Saluratlon Vbible on Aorial Imagery {C9) 

_ Iron Deposits (85) _ Thin Muck Surface {C7) L Geomorphic Position (02) 

_ inundation Visibie on Aerial Imagery (67) _ Other {Explain in Remarks) ..X.. FAC·Neutral Test {D5) 

_ Water·S1ained Leaves (09) _ Frosl-Hoave Hummocks {D7) (LRR FJ 

Field Observations: 

Surface Water Present? Yes __ No _x_ Depth ('nches)· 

Waler Table Present? Yes __ No J.._ Depth·(lnclles) 

Saluralion Present? Yes __ No_L Depth (inches) __ Walland Hydrology Present? Yes _x __ No -
lincludos caclllarv lrlncial 
Describe Recorded Data {stream gauge. monitoring well, aerial photos, previous lnspechons), ii ava lable: 

Remarks: 

Hydrology primarily comes from surface drainage leading to the Trinity River and overflow of lhe Trimly. 

US Army Corps of Engineers 
Gre111 Plai11s - Interim Version 
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WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORM - Great Plains Region 

ProjecUSite : AT&T Trail City/County. Dallas. Dallas County Sampling Date· 4118/14 

AppllcanVOwner· The City of Dallas State _ _,T:..:.X..._ __ Sampling Point: _,P'-'2=---

lnvestlgator(s) __ T.:.:cr.:.rro.:.i.:S:...Y:.:.mo=nd:::s=------------- Section. Township, Range ------------------

Landlorm (Mlslope , terrace, etc) ...... H""it"'ls~id ... e_e~a"'s.-t o._.1-'-w'""e"'tl=a~nd..._ ___ Local rellel (concave, convex, r.one): __ C.:.o.:..n ..... v.._e~x _______ S ope (%) _ 

Subregion (LRR)· -------------- Lat: _________ Long ---------- Datum:_ -· __ 

Soil Map Unit Name: Snstid loamy line sand. 0 to 1 percent slopes NWI classification -~N~o~ne~-----

Are climatic I hydrologic conditions on the site typrcal for this time of year? Yes __ x_ No __ (ll no, explain In Remarks .) 

Aro Vegetation--· Soil __ . or Hydrology __ significantly disturbed? 

Arc Vegetation __ • So 1 ___ , or Hydrology ___ na:ura ly problematic? 

Are "Normal Circumstances· present? Yes _x __ No _ 

(II needed, explain any answers In Remarks ) 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, Important features, etc. 

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present? Yes _x __ No --- Is the Sampled Area 
Hydric Soil PrHent? Yes --- No __ x_ 

within a Wetlilnd? Yos No x 
Welland Hydrology Present? Yes No _x __ ------
Remarks ~ 

The wetland Is located within the floodway of the Trinity River. 

VEGETATION - Use sclentlffc names of plants. 
Absolule Dominant Indicator Dominance Test worksheet· 

Troe Stratum (Plot size: 10 sr ) % Cover S?ccies? ~ Number of Dominant Species 

1 Ulmus amerlcana __ 5_ N FACU+ That Are DBL, FACW. or FAC 

2 Popufus deltoldes __ s __ _ N__ FACU+ (exclud'ng FAC-)· 0 (A) 

3 ~ --- Total Number of Dominant 

4 
Species Across All Strata 1 (B) --- ---

•Total Cover Percent or Dominant Species 

Sa11ling/Shr!.!~ Sl[alum (Piel size \ That Arc OBL, FACW, or FAC: Q (AIB) 

1. ------
2. 

Prevalence Index worksheet: 

--- --- Total % Covar of. §5 Multi'11l!bv. 
3. --- --- OBLspec;ics x 1. 
4. --- FACW spocles x2= 
5. --- --- FAC species 10 x3• 30 

=Total Cover 

H~rb Stratum (Plot size 1Q ~' ) FACU species 3Q l( 4 .. 120 

1. C~n2coa !,lac!Ylon _2_0_ y FA~!,!• UPL species xS• 

2. AmbrQsla trifida _10 ____ N __ FAC Column Totals 40 (A) 15J (B) 

3. --- --- Prevalence Index •SIA= 3 75 
4. --- ---
5. 

Hydrciphytlc Vegetation Indicators: 

--- --- Dominance Test Is >50% 
6. 

---- --- Prevalence Index is s3.0' 
7. -- - - --- _ Morphological Adaptations' (Provide supporting 

8. --- --- data ln Remarks or on a separate sheet) 

9. --- --- _ Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation' (Exp!aln) 

10 - - - ---
= Total Cover 'Indicators of l':ydric sol and wet;and hydrology must 

W09dv Vine Stratum {Plot size ) be preser.t, unless disturbed or problematic. 

1 --- ---
2 --- --- Hydrophytlc 

Vegetation 
40% .. Total Cover Present? Yes No __ x_ 

~. Bare Ground in Herb Stralum 25'1'~ ---
Remarks 

US Army Corps ol Engineers Great Plains - Inter m Version 
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SOIL Sampling Point 

Profile Description: (Describe to the dopth needed to document the Indicator or confirm the absence of Indicators.I 

Depth Matrix Redox Features 
{inche;l Col51r (moist) ~ Color (moist) ~~-~cc' Texture _ ---~emarks --- -

8 1QVR 511 --- ----- --- --- --- Cla:t ~51am -·---- ----· --
_8:1~ - __ lOVB __ --- ------ ~ 

Cla:t - - - - - --
- - -- - -- -- - -- - --- . - - - - - -

-- --- - - - _ .. _ .. __ - ·--- -- - - - - - -
--- --- --- --- ------ -------
--- --- --- --- - ----- --- ---

--- -- -- -- --- --- -- - ----- -
'TvDe. C=Concentration, O=Decletion, RM•Reduced Matrix, CS:sCovered or Coaled Sand Grains. 1Location: PL=Pore Lining, M:Malrix 

Hydrlc Soll Indicators: (Applicable to all LRRs, unlen otherwise noted.I Indicators for Problematic Hydrlc Soils': 

_ Hislosol (A 1) _ Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4) _ 1 cm Muck (A9) (LRR I, J) 

_ Hlstlc Eplpedon (A2) _ Sandy Redox (SS) - Coast Prairie Redox (A16) (LRR F, G, H) 

Black Hlstic (AJ) - Stripped Matrix (SS) _ Derk Surface (S7) (L.RR G) 

Hydrogen Sufftde (M) - Loamy Mucky Mineral (F1) _ High Plains Depressions (F16) 

_ Stratified Layers (AS) (LRR F) Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F<!) (LRR H outside of MLRA 72 & 73) 

_ 1 cm Muck (A9) (L.RR F, G, H) _ Depleted Matrix (F3) _ Reduced Vert c (F18) 

_ Depleted Below Dark Surface (A 11) _ Redox Dark Surface (F6) _ Red Parent Material (TF2) 

_ Thick Dark Surface (A 12) _ Depleted Dark Surface (F7) _ Other (Exp'.ain In Remarks) 

_ Sandy Mucky Mineral (S1) _ Redox Depressions (F8) >Indicators of hydrophytic vegelation and 

_ 2.5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat (S2) (L.RR G, H) _ High Plains Depressions (F16) wetland hydrology must be present, 

_ 5 cm Mucky Peat or Peat (S3) (LRR F) (ML.RA 72 & 73 of LRR H) unless disturbed or problematic 

Restrictive l11yer (If present): 

Type 

Depth (inches) Hydrlc Soll Present? Yes No - x 

Remarks: 

HYDROLOGY 
Watland Hydrology Indicators: 

Prima!l'. lndis;:ator! (minimum of one reguired, check au that a11ellr'.l Soc:oMa!i'. Indicators {minimum of two regulriidl 

_ Surface Water (A 1) _ Sall Crust (B 11) _ Surface Soll Cracks (BS) 

_ High Water Table (A2) _ Aquatic lnvertebra1es (913) _ Sparsely Vegetated Concave Surface (68} 

_ Saturation (A3) _ Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (C1 ) _ Drainage Patterns {810) 

_ Weter Marks (91) _ Ory-Season Waler Table (C2) _ Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Rools (CJ) 

_ Sedimenl Deposits (82) _ Oxidized Rhlzospheres on Living Roots (CJ} (where tilled) 

_ Drift Deposits (93) (where not tllled) _ Crayfish Burrows {CB) 

_ Algal Mal or Crust (94) _ Presence of Reduced Iron (C4) _ Saturation Visible on Aerial Imagery (C9) 

_ Iron Deposits (BS) _ Thin Muck Surface (C7) _ Gcomorphic Posillon (D2) 

_ Inundation Visible on Aertal Imagery (87) _ Other {Exp111in in Remarks} _ FAC-Neutral Test (05) 

_ Water-Stained Leaves (99) _ Frost-Heave Hummocks (07) (L.RR F) 

Field Observations: 

Surface Water Present? Yes ___ No _x_ Depth (Inches)· - -
Water Table Present? Yes __ No _x_ Depth (inches). 

Saturation Present? Yes __ No _x_ Depth (inches) Wetland Hydrology Present? Yes --- No _ x_ 
!Includes caoillarv lrinoel 
Describe Recorded Data (strei'lm gauge, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous Inspect ens), if avaitable : 

Remarks: 

US Army Corps al Engineers 
Great Plans Interim Version 
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The district is closed again and I won't know when vehicles arc available for a rescheduled site visit until the 
office opens, more than likely tomorrow. 

(b)(6) 

-----Original Message----
From: Terri Symonds [mailto:tsvmondsr@svmondsecology.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 8:09 PM 
To: (1:>)"(6)- --
Cc: Reynolds, John; Mike Preston (mikc.orestont@hok.com) 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Joppa trails/Levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

That's fine. I'm available tomorrow. Just Jct me know what works best. 

On Feb 23, 2015, at 11 :22 AM,{~) (S) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

>wrote: 

Based on the current weather, we may need to delay the meeting tomorrow morning. Our district offices are 
closed today, and those of us that are able to are working from home. Since the weather doesn't look to get 
above freezing until 1 Oam tomorrow I can see us having a delayed start time which would be past 9am. I'll 
email you all in the morning tomorrow after we know if there are any improvements and news on work status. 

(ti) (6) 

-----Original Message----
From: Reynolds, John fmailto:john.rcynoldsf@daJlascityhall.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 10:30 AM 
To: Terri Symonds 
Cc: (bT(6}- ; Mike Preston (mikc.prcston@hok.com) 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Joppa trails/Levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Let's plan on 9:00 then. We can meet at the gate at the end of Fellows Street. 

John Reynolds, RLA 

On Feb 18, 2015, at 10:20 AM, 11Terri Symonds" <tsymondst@symondsecology.com> wrote: 

9:00 works for me. 

Terri Symonds 
Symonds Ecology, LTD. 
4401 Bay Valley Dr. 
Garland, TX 75043 
(972) 496-4701 {office) 

l 
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(972) 414-045 l (fax} 
(214) 926-0429 (mobile) 
<mnilto:tsvmonds@symondsecology.com> tsymonds@svmondsecologv.com 

<PastedGraphic-2.tiIT> 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Terri Symonds 
Symonds Ecology. LTD. 
4401 Bay V11Jley Dr. 
Garland, TX 75043 
(972) 496-4701 (office) 
(972) 414-0451 (fax) 
(214) 926-0429 (mobile) 
tsymonds<@symondseco logy .com 

Clnssification: UNCLASSIFJED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Terri Symonds 

Symonds Ecology, LTD. 

4401 Bay Valley Dr. 

Garland. TX 75043 

(972) 496-4701 (office} 
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On Mar 2, 2015, at 2:41 PM, CbT (B) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
CavcalS: NONE 

Wednesday nt 9 works for me. 

(bl (6) 

(6} (6) 
On Feb 26, 2015, at 1:14 PM, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

I am not. Next week it looks like Wednesday and Thursday mornings arc a'·ailablc. 

'> wrote: 

~ wrote: 
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The district is closed again and I won't know when vehicles are available for a rescheduled site visit until the 
office opens, more than likely tomorrow. 

(bl (6) 

On Feb 23. 2015, at 11:22 AM) I I 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

I 1»<6> >\\Tote: 

Based on lhe current weather, we may need lo delay the meeting tomorrow morning. Our dislrict offices arc 
closed today, and those of us that are able lo a.re working from home. Since the weather doesn't look to gel 
nbovc freezing until \Oam tomorrow I can see us having a delayed start time which would be past 9am. I'll 
email you all in the morning tomorrow after we know if there are any improvements and news on work status. 

(bl (6) 
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Reynolds, John 

From: (6HB) 
Sant: 
To: 

Wednesday, March 04, 2015 4:21 PM 
Reynolds, John 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Terri Symonds; Mike Preston (mlke.preston@hok.com) 
RE: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classiflcatlon: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Thanks John. I'm going to track Rob Newman down tomorrow since he may have the history as well. 

(6) {6}' 

-Original Message--
From: Reynolds, John [mallto:john.reynolds@dallascitvhall.com) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 4:19 PM 
To:.(bl (8) . 

Cc: Terri Symonds; Mike Preston (mlke.preston@hok.com) 
Subject: {EXTERNAL] RE: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

I am copying Mike Preston because he has more of the project history on design. But it ls my understanding is that this 
was a Corps requirement for Row "conveyance" due to the installation of 3 bridges that were or are or currently 
proposed to be Installed. Removal of the levy will offset the constrictions caused by the bridges. 

--Original Message--
From: (bJ(B) ~--~---------. 

Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 3:12 PM 
To: Reynolds, John 
Cc: Terri Symonds 
Subject: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

John, 

I said I would have a more definitive response regarding work on the levees after speaking with my supervisor, but we 
were unable to connect today. Additionally, I returned today to an Inquiry from a reporter regarding the levee removal. 
An interview Is being set up for tomorrow. 

Because of that, can you once again explain the need for levee removal? 

Thanks, 

<6H6) 

1 
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Fax: 817.-ags-6493 
Email:~b} ( ) 

Please assist us In better serving you! Please complete the customer survey by clicking on the following link: 
http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mll/cm apex/filp=regulatory survey 

Classlflcatlon: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classlflcatlon: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

2 
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Winters, Willis 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

FYI 

Thanks. 

Leong F. Lim, P.E-. 
Sr. Program Manager 

Lim, Leong 
Friday, March 20, 201511 :17 AM 
Standifer, Sarah; Cottingham, Jennifer; Zackary, Mary 
Hellmann, Michael; Elam, Louise; Winters, Willis 
FW: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 
COD Public Notice.kmz 

Follow up 
Completed 

... ·. 

Design,. Engineering and Site Development Park and Recreation Department City of Dallas 

(214) 670-7753 

I 

.. 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From: "(t)) <6> 
To: Terri Symonds <lsymonds@symondsecology.com> 
Subject: FW: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Date: April 1, 2015 at 3:26: 10 PM CDT 

Classification: UNCLASSJ FJED 
Caveats: NONE 

----OriJ?inaJ Messaa.c-----
From: ~br<S) -

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2015 9:15 AM 
To: 'Reynolds, John'; Lim, Leong; Terri Symonds (tsvmondsl@svmondsecology.com) 
Subject: RE: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

John by saying "just enough for the Joppa trail", I was meaning there's a proposal to construct a 12' wide 
concrete trail and why couldn't a -50' wide cut in the levee (w/appropriate side sloping) be sufficient lo 
accommodate a 12' wide trail, that's all. 

I've read the portions of the study you provided and I'm going to speak to .Cb) (6) (USACE) regarding 
that and to sec if an approval was made through her office. If so, much of our concern would be alleviated and I 
can get back to focusing on the trail and not expanding the project area to include I 100' of the levee. 

Regarding the public notice for the AT&T trail, I'm in the process of reviewing the March 9 submittal and while 
some of the information l can get clarified later there is some that I need for the public notice. A decent figure 
showing ele\'ations of the Joppa Trail cotUlector will need to be included (currently I only have a plan view) and 
a few wording revisions on other figures to clarify extent of waters of the US will need to be 
made. Additionally, I need address labels of all adjacent property owners and a list of those property owners for 
the file. The city would have a better idea of property ownership, but based on the trinity forest (which I'm 
assuming is owned by the city entirely) all the propenies located adjacent to the project would need a public 
notice. I've attached a kmz file showing what I believe to be city property and all adjacent properties to that 
polygon would be notified via public notice. 

1 
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Also, we're still needing clarification on mitigation. The submittal makes mention that mitigation was part of a 
previous project (SWF-2013-00065, Simpkins), but I don't see in the project file where it discusses the impacts 
and mitigation for the trails. Mitigation is project specific and I need to know how 6.8 acres of waters of the US 
will be or has been mitigated for project number SWF-2014-00207 (AT&T/Joppa). We encourage use of 
mitigation banks based on the 2008 mitigation rule. 

(b}(6) 
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From·l6H6) 
Sent: Monaay, March 16,.2015 10:21 AM 
To: Reynolds, John 
Cc: Terri Symonds; Madden, David E SWF 
Subject: RE: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classi ti cation: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

John, 

Not sure what's going on with the phones. With the extra attention we•ve received from the public regarding the levees we haven't reached a decision on their removal without needing additional information. We've had multiple discussions with the media and late last week we received additional information from our H&H regarding a review they conducted for the DFE years ago. My supervisor and I spoke briefly following receipt of the information and our concern would be if the city inadvertently caused a discharge of litl into adjacent wetlands. We're already working an enforcement action on the AT&T and we would be disappointed if additional violations were to occur. 

However, as I said during our site visit, we do not regulate uplands and pure excavation (so long ns it's done appropriately and is not changing nn aquatic resource type). However, even the besl of intents of conducting pure excavation can result in an unauthorized discharge of fill material . If the city wants to pursue this, please provide me details on the need to remove - 11 OOlf vs. just enough for the Joppa trail connector, method, machinery. figures showing extent of work, disposal areas, etc. Additionally, if this occurs, I highly recommend flagging the boundary of the wetlands on the cast side of the levee and discussing with contrnctors 
3 

the repercussions of them conducting work beyond that boundary. 
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John 

---Original Message--·· 

F 
(t;) (6) 

rom 

Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 3:12 PM 

To: Reynolds, John 

Cc: Terri Symonds 

Subject: Joppa levee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

John, 

I said I would have a more definitive response regarding work on the levees after speaking with my supervisor, 
but we were unable to connect today. Additionally, l returned today to an inquiry from a reporter regarding the 
levee removal. An interview is being set up for tomorrow. 

Because of that, can you once again explain the need for levee removal? 

Thanks, 

{b}"(6) 

s 
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Reynolds, John 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

(bT(6) 

Friday, Marth 20, 20f5 2:56 PM 
Reynolds, John 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Terri Symonds (tsymonds@symondsecology.com) 
SWF·2014·00207, Tolling Agreement (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Telling Agreement (3-20.2015).pdf 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

John, 

In accordance with 33 CFR 326.3(e){l)(v) the Corps of Engineers cannot formally accept your after·the--fact application 
for wetland Impacts until the attached Tolling Agreement is executed by the city of Dallas. The language In the Tolling 
Agreement Is standard language approved by the Office of the Chief Counset and any request for changes to the content 
of this agreement wlll require Counsel's approval. Review and processing of your after·the·fact application will not begin 
until such time as an approved Tolling Agreement has been executed. 

Please review and sign two copies of the attached Tolling Agreement. The copies must be malled and received In my 
office no later than April 20, 2015. Your cooperation on this matter is greatly appreciated. 

Q.uestions pertaining to this matter should be directed to me at (bl (S) {bl (6) • 
, or by e-mail at 

Please assist us In better serving you! Please complete the customer survey by clicking on the following link: 
htto:Ucorpsmapu.usace.army.mll/cm apex/f7o=regulatory survey 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

1 
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Reynolds, John 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

{b)'(6) 

Monday, August 31, 2015 7:56 AM 
Reynolds, John; Mcguire, James 
Um, Leong; Elam, Louise 
RE: L 15-0797 US Army Corps of Engineers - tolling agreement permit of ATT Trail 
(UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

John, 

I'm anticipating having the public notice out soon. Terri Symonds Is working on getting me adjacent landowner mailing 
labels while I'm finishing writing the public notice. If everything works out, I'm hoping to have it out by end of this 
week/early next week. 

[b)(6) 

Please assist us In better serving you! Please complete the customer survey by clicking on the following link: 
http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mll/cm apex/f?p=regulatory survey 
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Reynolds, John 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

> (ar 
Thursday, October01, 201511 :19AM 
Terri Symonds 
Reynolds, John 
RE: [EXTERNAL] Joppa Trails public notice (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Example.pdf; document2015-10-01-102826.pdf; Preparing_An_Aflematives_ 
Analysls.FINAL.pdf 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

I'm writing it, but I'll be honest, it's a struggle based on the Information provided. The following have caused the delay: 

The alternative analysis is incomplete and currently not accepted as the least environmentally damaging practicable 
alternative. I'm going to get through the public notice, but the section of It where I discuss alternatives considered will 
be lean and It will have to be completed prior to a permit issuance. As you can read from the attachment, there are two 
rebuttable presumptions for discharges Into WOUS which Involve special aquatic sites (wetlands). The first that 
alternatives that do not affect special aquatic sites are presumed available. The second is that practicable alternatives 
located in non-special aquatic sites have less impact on the aquatic ecosystem. It Is the applicants responslblllty to 
clearly demonstrate that these presumptions have been rebutted. 

The mitigation statement in the submittal is very confusing. It states that that "mitigation Is already in place and is part 
of an existing City of Dallas project known as Simpkins Site, USACE Project Number SWF-2013-00065." Mitigation in 
Regulatory Is project specific and will never be lumped with another project so It couldn't have been part of the Simpkins 
Site. In addition, the Simpkins Site project does not mention lumping trail Impacts into the mitigation. I know we've 
gone round and round on this and some say mitigation has been accounted through USACE RPEC, but 1 have received 
nothing in writing showing that. If that's true, then again, the applicant will have to demonstrate that occurred and 
ensure Its up to par with 33 CFR Part 332 for compensatory mitigation for losses of aquatic resources. I'd like to put 
something In the public notice regarding compensatory mitigation, but I'm currently at a loss. 

lastly, the figures. The submlttal states that 5.3 acres of forested wetlands (or 5.1 acres depending on which section or 
figure of the submittal you read) and 1.5 acres of emergent wetlands are or will be Impacted, but the wetland 
delineation maps provided do not clearly Identify WOUS boundaries and where those Impacts occur or occurred. This 
being an after-the-fact submittal, It should clearly Identify parts of the trail has been constructed, the Impacts that 
caused, where the trail hasn't been constructed and the proposed impacts it would cause. The figures lack a project 
boundary, wetlands boundaries delineated, stream, etc. There's a purple line that says "delineation", but I'm not clear 
on what that means and there are multiple other colors (blue, yellow and orange) that have no description. Also, on 
Sheet 13 there's a yellow "water crossing" that should be part of the legend and should clearly state what that means. If 
those crossings are elevated or spanned crossings they should say that and if those are aquatic features, then they 
should be ldentlfled as well within a project boundary. To see my point, compare the two attachments. Both are linear 
projects, but one Is much easier lo follow. 

,(6) (6} 

l 
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Fax: 817-886-6493 
Emall:(b) (Br 

Please assist us in better serving you I Please complete the customer survey by clicking on the following link: 
htto:lfcorpsmapu.usace.army.mll/cm apex/flp=regulatory survey 

--Original Message--
From: Terri Symonds fmallto:tsvmonds@svmondsecology.coml 
Sent: Wednesday. September 30, 2015 4:52 PM 

• (o)"CB> · To. -
Cc: john reynolds 
Subject: [EXTERNAL) Joppa Trails public notice 
Importance: High 

(b) (6) 

Can you update me on the status of the public notice for the City of Dallas Joppa Trailsi' 

Terri Symonds 
Symonds Ecology, LTD. 
4401 Bay Valley Or. 
Garland, TX 75043 
(972) 496-4701 (office) 
(972) 414-0451 (fax) 
1214) 926-0429 (mobile) 
tsymonds@symondsecology.com 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 
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Preparing An Alternatives Analysis 

Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 

Fort Worth District- Regulatory Division 

November 2014 

In its evaluation of permit app~cations to discharge dredged or fill material Into waters of the U.S. 
(\NOUS), including wetlands, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) ls required to analyze 
alternatives to the proposed project that achieve its purpose. USACE conducts this analysis 
pursuant to two main requirements - the 404(b)(1) Guidelines (GuldeRnes) 1 and the National 
Environmental Polley Act (NEPA) 2

• USACE also considers alternatives as part of Its publlc 
Interest review evaluation3

• This document is Intended to assist permit applicants in formatting 
information Into an •Alternatives Analysts• that Includes the key Items that must be evaluated for 
permit decisions. It is by no means all Inclusive of the scenarfos that can occur with an 
Alternatives Analysis but captures many of the most common topics. 

USACE must evaluate alternatives that are practicable and reasonable. In accordance with the 
Guidelines at 40 CFR 230.1 O(a), a permit cannot be issued if a practicable alternative exists 
that would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem (known as the Least 
Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative [LEDPA}), provided lhat the LEDPA does not 
have other significant adverse environmental consequences to other natural ecosystem 
components. Reasonable alternatives must be considered to satisfy NEPA. However, there are no 
requirements with reasonable alternatives relative to USACE's permit decision similar to the 
Guidelines. Evaluations to address the Guidelines and NEPA normally satisfy the requirements of 
the public Interest review. 

The Guidelines Include two rebuttable presumptions for projects with discharges Into WOTUS which 
involve special aquatic sites (defined at 40 CFR 240.4045 and include wetlands, riffle pool 
complexes, and other specific aquatic resources). that do not require access to or siting within the 
special aquatic site(s) to achieve their basic essence (basic project purpose). The first presumption 
stales that alternatives that do not affect special aquatic sites are presumed to be available. The 
second presumption states that practicable allematives located In non·special aquatic sites (e.g., 
other waters, uplands, etc.) have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem. It la the 
applicant's responsibility to clearly demonstrate to the USACE that both of these 
presumptions have been rebutted In order to pass the alternatives portion of the 
Guidelines. 

1 40 CFR Part 230 
z 33 CFR Part 325 Appendix B and 40 CFR 1508 
1 33 CFR 320.4(a}(2}11 

1 
Vet$10n 1.0. prepared bY Fort Worth Oisltlc1 R1!9ulatoty Division. November 2014 
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The amount and detail of information in an alternatives analysis and lhe level of scrutiny required 
by the Guidelines Is commensurate with the severity or the environmental impact (as determined 
by the functions of the aquatic resource and the nature of the proposed activity) and the 
scope/cost of the project". Analysis of projects proposing greater adverse environmental effects 
need to be more detailed and explore a wider range of alternatives than projects proposing lesser 
effects. 

The extent to which an alternatives analysis incorporates these principles and details, can have 
substantial effects on the amount or time necessary for the USACE to evaluate a permit 
application. Below are re co mm e n d e d steps to follow In provldlng the necessary 
information for the USACE to consider in an alternatives analysis: 

Step 1: Qescr!be Need and P1flne Purpose 

Need and purpose are inter-dependent terms which are critical to the alternative analysis. They 
should be articulated Individually since the project's purpose is framed in relation to addressing a 
need. 

Need is typically the problem or opportunity that the applicant is proposing to meet with their 
project. It can normally be quantified or measured. Information collected or developed relative to 
project need is Important In the framing of the project purpose. The evaluation of need will vary 
based on the type of project and will be commensurate with the magnitude of impacls and scope 
of the proposal. Examples can Include: 

• Road/highway project - safety issues/needs such as accident rates. congestion levels, 
regional traffic flow, level of service. etc. 

• CommerclaUHouslng Development - market demands 
• Energy project - projected Increases In power use 

USACE normally does not require an assessment and documentation associated with economic 
evaluations for private enterprise and assumes the applicant has undertaken adequate analysis. 
However, USACE may require documentation and assessment of the need on a case by case 
basis. 5 USACE can also conclude a project Is speculative In relation to the need assessment and 
make a negative finding concerning a permit application. 

Based upon the need, the applicant should develop their project purpose and clearly state it. The 
project purpose statement should be carefully considered and developed, as it will define and 
drive the complexity of the atternanves analysis, Including constraints and practicability 
considerations. The purpose should not be defined In such a restrictive manner to unduly restrict 
or preclude other alternatives. nor should it be so broad that a reasonable search of options 
cannot be accomplished. The applicant Is to define the project purpose from their perspective. 
Inclusion of a geographic limit wlth!n the purpose statement is normally justified but subject to the 
same limits relative to unduly restricting the range of alternatives. This does not mean that slte
specific projects do not occur. Additionally, USACE must develop its own project purpose 

1 August 23, 1993 EPAIUSACE Memorandum to the Field concemlng the Appropriate Level of Analy51s 
Required for Evaluating Compttance with the Section 404(b0(1) Guideline Altemative!I Requirements 
, 33 CFR 3204(q) 

z 
Version 1 D prepared by Fort W0"'1 Olslrid Reoutaiory Division, November 2014 
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statement while considering the applicant's as well as the public's perspective. WhRe at times, 
projects may legitimately be multi-use in nature, statements that are mulU-purpose add substantial 
complexlty to the alternatives analysis and can eleponentially increase the number of alternatives 
that wlll need to be evaluated to capture the run range of practicable alternatives. Below are two 
examples of defining project purpose: 

Example 1 

• To bu/Id s prontsble 225-lot single-famUy residential development with 2 Olympic-sized 
swimming pools, 3 recreational centers and 5 sports fields st the southwest 
intersection of Interstate 35W and Keller-Hicks Road. 

This example is too restrictive because there are no alternative sites to consider. It 
also unnecessarily details the exact number of lots and pools and other facilities, which 
unduly reduces the number of practicable and reasonable altemallves. Additionally, 
the profitability of the project Is an Inherent aspect of the project but not necessarily 
germane to the analysis USACE has to undertake. 

• To provide residential development in Northeast Texas. 

For the type of action being proposed, this example is too broad In scope if the 
applicant Is focusing on a certain city or county to locate the project. This would also 
create such a large number of alternatives that evaluating them would be unwieldy. 

• Ta provide a medium-sized single-family residential development with associated 
support facilities near Interstate 35W in Fort Worth, Texas, to meet local demand. 

This Is an appropriate overan project purpose. It clearly defines what the project 
Involves, single-family residences, rather than "housing" which could include multi
family features such as townhouses or apartments, reflects the need to be located near 
a targeted major transportation corridor (which would need to be explained and 
supported in the needs analysis), and it defines the geographic scope to a reasonable 
and justified size addressing the applicant's target area or Fort Worth, TX while 
reflecting the public demand. 

Example 2 

• To build an economically viable 1. 75-million square foot furniture warehouse facifity 
with a 150-car parking lot and 2-acre aesthetic reflecting pond, at the Southeast 
comer side of 1-20 in Duncanvilfe. 

As with the first example, this example Is too restrictive because there are no 
ahematlve sites to consider. It also unnecessarily details the exact square footage of 
the building, the number of parking spaces, and includes a waler feature. It is unclear 
why the proposed water feature would be an essential component of this project. An 
applicant would have to attempt to justify in the need analysis why such a feature is 
relevant and needed for the commercial project. Additionally, as with the flrst example, 

3 
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the economic viability of the project Is an Inherent aspect of the project but not 
necessarily gennane to the analysis USACE has to undertake. 

• To provide light induslrlaVcommerc;aJ development in the North Central Texas. 

Although the appRcant may have a legitimate need to locate the project In a certain 
region, this example Is likely too broad in scope and would also create such a large 
number of alternalives that evaluating them would be unwieldy. 

• To provide large commercial warehouse space with access to Interstate Highway and 
rail line in the South Dallas area to meet regional demands. 

This Is an appropriate overall project purpose. It cleer1y defines what the project 
Involves, commercial warehouse space, rather than the broader scope of light 
lndustrlaL'commercial development. The statement also specifies a legitimate need for 
access to both Interstate Highway and rail for transportation of goods and targets a 
reasonable and justifiable geographic target area of South Dallas county. The needs 
analysis that supports this statement will provide further details on the building size, 
the need for warehouse space in this growing area and will describe the specific 
transportation needs that drive project constraints relative to siting near both Interstate 
Highway and rail line to serve regional demands. 

The applicant's proposed overall project purpose will be carefully considered, bul if the USACE 
cannot concur with It as submitted, the USACE ls required to modify It. If the applicant hes 
submitted an alternative analysis using a project purpose the USACE cannot concur with. (e.g., it 
is too restrictive, contains multiple purposes but treated as one, etc.). the analysis most likely will 
need to be revised to appropriately Include the proper range of practicable and reasonable 
alternatives and/or revised alternatives screening. The applicant would be notified of the change to 
the definition. 

Additional Information about the proposed overall project purpose and applicant desires may also 
be provided, including details about the area, location, history, and other factors that influence or 
constrain the intended nature, size, level of quality, price class, or other characteristics of the 
project. lnformaUon that further describes why particular geographic boundaries were chosen 
also will assist the USACE in Its review. 

§tep 2; lsfentity !)tematlvH 

The applicant should list all alternatives that were inillaUy considered (the •universe• of options) 
that could meet the overall project purpose. A brief description of each altematrve should also be 
Included. The maximum number of alternatives to study will vary and depends on the nature and 
scope of the proposed project. The number evaluated should typically be greater for projects 
Involving greeter Impacts. The list, al a mlnlll'l\Jm, should be broken Into the categories noted 
below: 

• According to 33 CFR Part 320.1(a){4) and 325 Appendix 8, the USACE is neither an 
4 
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opponent nor a proponent of the applicant1s proposal; therefore, the applicant's final 
proposal will be Identified as the applicant's pref erred alternative 

• The No Action Altemative(s) - this Includes an alternative that would involve no 
discharges of dredged or f~I material Into WOUS (not involve a discharge of dredged or 
fill material into WOUS, which could Involve reconfiguring the project to avoid all 
wetlands on the site or siting the project entirely in uplands offslte) or permit denial. It 
can also include attematives that are beyond the control of the app&cant. Although the No 
Action alternative might not seem reasonable Initially, it must always be Included in the 
analysis and can serve several purposes. It is a reasonable alternative, especially for 
situations where the project does not comply with the regulations and consideration 
and disclosure of the consequences of a permit denial is warranted. It may also be a 
reasonable alternative for situations where Impacts are great and the need Is relatively 
minor. It can also be used in some circumstances as a benchmark - usually for ongoing 
actions • enabling decision makers to compare the magnitude of the environmental 
effects of the action altematlves. 

• OffSite locations, Including those that might Involve less adverse impact to WOUS, or 
less Impact to special aquatic sites or less impact to higher quafity aquatic resources. 

• Onsite alternatives, particularly those that would Involve less adverse Impact to WOUS. 
These Include modifications to the alignments, site layouts, or design options in the 
physical layout and operation of the project to reduce the amount of Impacts to WOUS. 
On-site options can be identified as sub-options. 

Step 3; Describe and Analvze Alternatives (or eractlcabllltv 

(NOTE: It may b9 more efficient to demonstrate that soma ahematlve• wlll h1111e greater Impact on the aquatic 
ecosystem compared to the applicant's preferred opUon than detennlnlng their practlcablllty. If It un be 
e.slly documented, and clearty described within the narrative and matrix described bolow, then :step• can be 
Included In step 3. Thia Is only eppraprlate for allematlvH wher9 this dlstlnc:tlon le cleu.) 

There may be differing levels of alternatives screening that occur with permit applications. Some 
applications may require several levels of screening (larger Impacting and more complex 
proposals including mulli·purpose projects) while others may have a single level (normal 
indtvldual permit actions). For multiple level screening scenarios, coarser screens are typically 
applied at the outset to eliminate clearly impracticable and unreasonable alternatives while the 
sophistication and refinement of screens increases as the range/list of attematives narrows. 
Single level alternatives analyses will normally not Include coarse level screens but will have 
comparable degree screens for all alternatives. Regardless of the type of alternatives analysis. 
the criteria used to establish screens and how an alternative passes or faDs the screen need to be 
clearly elucidated and supported. 

It Is Important to note that while the terms practicable and reasonable are used and may be 
synonymous at times, the factors to determine praclicabilily for the Guidelines and reasonability 
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for NEPA can and typically do differ. Practicable Is defined as meaning the alternative is 
available, and capable of being done after taking Into considerallon cost, existing technology, 
and/or logistics in light or the overall project purpose(s). 9 Reasonable is based on consideration of 
the project purpose as well as technology, economics and common sense.7 The Guidelines may 
require more substantive effort to demonstrate compliance compared lo NEPA, 1 as well as 
involve limitations relative to how they can be applied to determine practicability. This is further 
underscored by the rebuUable presumptions previously discussed requiring it be clearly 
demonstrated by the applicanl lhal the alternatives are not practicable (and not less damaging -
see step 4) compared to the applicant's proposed project. 

When preparing an alternative analysis, there are potential opportunities to reduce effort and time 
as noted above relative to Impacts to the aquatic ecosyslem. This can also occur with alternatives 
that are not available or obviously lmpracHcable. Such options can be ldentif ted and evaluated 
first and eliminated based on limited screening efforts. For example, attempts to obtain alternate 
sites but were not available or turned down for purchase, lease, or management can normally be 
eliminated from further consideration with limited information. Sttes that are obviously too small to 
accommodate the project or that lie substantially outside the geographic boundaries Identified In 
the overall project purpose are not practicable, and therefore unreasonable, and can be 
eliminated with little information. Any alternatives that are eliminated from further study because 
the applicant concluded they failed this first coarse round of screening still require certain 
descriptive Information be provided. However, the level or informatlon should be less than other 
options that wlH be subjected to more refined screen efforts. It Is Imperative the applicant describes 
why any alternative is eliminated from further analysis so USACE can independenlly review and 
verify the Information and each step In the applicant's alternative analysis. The USACE will verify 
that the criteria used for screening at all levels are objective and comply with regulations, policy, 
and implementing guidance and ensure they are not so restrictive that they eliminate practicable, 
which Includes reasonable, alternatives. 

Alternatives should be cf early listed and numbered for ease of reference and comparison. At a 
minimum, the foMowing information for each alternative site examined should be provided: 

1. General site Information: 

a. specific parcel infonnalion including, but not limited lo; parcel ID numbers, aerial 
photos, location maps, and GPS coordinates; 

b. presence, quantity and quality or function of wetlands and/or other WOUS (If 
demonstrating that a site has more Impact than other options. Including the 
applicant's preferred, Include potenttal direct and Indirect Impacts associated with these 
improvements in lieu of practicability information); 

c. County/City zoning designaUon; 

d•. the presence of any federally-listed threatened or endangered species or their critical 

• 40 CFR 230.3(q) 
7 Council on Environmental Quaffty Guidance 40 Most Asked Questions t2A 
1 40 CFR 230.10(a)(4) 
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habitat, state listed species, or other natural or regionally Important ecosystem resource 
factors that may be significantly Impacted; and, 

e•. sHe Infrastructure and other components for a single and complete project (will the site 
require new access roads/infrastructure, etc.?). 

(• - Items d and e may not be needed for those alternatives ellmlnaled In the 
earliest coarse screens.) 

2. The practlcabllity of each s/lemative: 

a. Practicability: As previously stated, alternatives that are practicable are those that are 
available and capable of being done by the applicant after considering the following (in 
light of the project purpose). An alternative needs to fall only one practicabJllty factor to 
be eliminated during the screening process: 

Costs - Cost is analyzed in the context of the overall scope/cost of the 
project and whether It is unreasonably expensive. This determination Is typically 
made in relation to comparable costs for similar actions In the region or analogous 
markets'. If costs of an alternative are clearly exorbitant compared to those similar 
actions, and possibly the applicant's proposed action. they can be eimlnated 
without the need to establish e cost threshold for practicability determinations. Cost 
is to be based on an objective, industry-neutral inquiry that does not consider an 
individual applicant's financial standing. The data used for any cost must be 
current with respect to the time of the alternatives analysis. For example, the costs 
associated with various Infrastructure components such as roadways or utilities, 
Including upgrades to existing Infrastructure components or the need to establish 
new infrastructure components, may affect the viability of a particular alternative. 
A location far from all existing infrastructure (roads, water, sewer, and/or electricity) 
might not be practicable based on the costs associated wtth upgrading/establishing 
the Infrastructure necessary to use that site. However, just because one alternative 
costs more than another does not mean that the more expensive alternative Is 
impracticable. It Is Important to note that in the context of this definition, cost does 
not include economics. Economic considerations, such as job loss or creation, 
effects to the local tax base, or other effects a project is anticipated to have on the 
local economy are not part of the cost analysis; 

• Existing Tecbnologv - The alternatives examined should consider the 
limitations of existing technology yet incorporate the most eff1elentl1east-lmpactlng 
construction methods currently available. For example, alternatives to a proposed 
highway that occur In unstable or dynamic soils may not be practicable due to a 
lack of technology to ensure the road will not crumble or collapse. Implementation 
or stale of the art technologies might be available and should be considered ir 
applicable. Engineered retaining walls and cantilevered road ways can also be 
incorporated into an alternative that substantially minimizes wetland or water 

'National Polley Guidance Old Cutler Bay Associates 404(q) Permit Elevation, 13 Sep 1990. 
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impacts by eliminating fill slopes. However, It is recognized that such actions may 
result in the alternative being determined as impracticable due to costs; and, 

Logistics - The allematives evaluated may incorporate an examination of 
various logistics associated with the project, I.e., placement of fadlHles within a 
specified distance to major thoroughfares, ut~ization of existing storage or staging 
areas, end/or safety concerns that cannot be overcome. Examples of alternatives 
that may not be practicable considering logistics are: no access to a major 
interstate or rail for manufactured goods; a piece of property Is land-locked and 
cannot be accessed by public roads or utlfities and applicant does not have 
condemnation authority; water supply Is needed within e certain time frame and 
option cannot be Implemented within it. 

b. AvallabHlty: The Guidelines state that if it is otherwise a practicable attemalive, an area 
not presently owned by the applicant that could reasonably be obtained, utilized, 
expanded, or managed in order to fulfill the overall purpose of the proposed activity can 
stfll be considered a practicable alternative. In other words, the fact that an applicant does 
not own an alternative parcel, does not preclude that parcel from being considered as a 
practicable alternative. This factor is normally a consideration as a logistics and possibly 
cost limitation. The applicant should consider and anticipate alternatives available 
during the tlmeframe that the USACE conducts Its alternatives analysis. In some 
circumstances, consideration or the timeframe when property was obtained by the 
applicant may I nnuence the analysis. 

3. Presentation of alternatives information: 

An alternatives comparison matrix (see example on next page) Is an effective way to present and 
compare the main parameters that were considered during the evaluation. To allow for an 
objective evaluation, the comparison of the plan(s) for the proposed and alternative sites should 
be framed for •yes" or "no" determinations. A narrative needs to accompany the matrix defining 
the practicability factors chosen, the data used to support the limitations of the factor or criteria, 
and explanation of any "no" determinations. Practicability of the No Action alternative also 
must be addressed ln this narrative and, if applicable, also included In the matrix. The 
information should explain the consequences on the applicant and the public if the project ls 
denied, if an alternative can be implemented that does not involve discharges into WOUS, or Is an 
option that is outside the capabnity of the applicant. Any remaining alternatives that are found to 
be practicable will move on to the next and final step. 

8 
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Example Alternative Comparison Matrix for Practicability 
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Step 4; Identify tho Least Enylronmenta!tv pamaqlng Afteroatiye 

AH alternatives making It to this step are practicable. Therefore, a comparison and determination 
of which Is the least damaging Is required. The Guldellnes require that only the LEDPA can be 
authorized. It is also important to recognize that determining the least environmental damaging 
alternative cannot include any aspect of compensatory mitigation. 10 

Using the same numbering system from the step above, identify the impacts to the aquatic 
ecosystem for each remaining practicable alternate site and option. Because the Guidelines 
Include the consideration as to whether the LEPOA results in Kother significant adverse 
environmental consequences" to other natural ecosystem components, those other natural 
environmental factors and the significant effects to them can also be discussed as well. For each 
remaining site, the narrative should include the following information: 

a. describe the direct, Indirect, and cumulative impacts (beneficial or adverse) to the 
aquatic ecosystem (WOUS) associated with each of the remaining alternatives; 

b. Identify, specify and quantify the Impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. Rather than stating 
that "Alternative A would result In a large impact to low quality wetlands and ditches that 
are sparsely vegetated and impact some wildlife" use "Alternative A would result in the 
discharge of f~I material into 2.1 aa-es of modified riverine wet meadow wetland and 
realignment and filling of 1.2 acres of channelized Intermittent stream that contains 
scattered emergent weUand vegetation." 

c. describe the significant adverse environmental impacts associated with each of the 
remaining alternatives on other natural ecosystem reatures and how the determination of 
significant was made. 

d. in order to ensure an appropriate and meaningful comparison of alternatlves In relation 
to their proposed and predicted impacts, equivalent methods and level of detail are 
required for all alternatives 11 at similar levels in the screening process. For example, if 
detailed sludies on hydrologic effects are presented for one the attemalives carried 
forward in an analysis, but nol others, the analysis would to be supplemented with tile 
same type and level of data and Information for the other options. 

2. U multiple practicable alternatives remain, and/or many natural environmental factors are 
involved that would be significantly impacted, another matrix that contains only environmental 
parameters (e.g., wetland functional units: Federal and/or state listed species; high 
functioning/value upland habitat, floodplains, and plant communities; air quality} can be used to 
assist In illustrating the proposed LEOPA. Emphasis should be placed on Impacts to the aquaUc 
environment through acreage and functional unit loss of wetlands or other WOTUS that would be 
affected or eliminated by each alternative. An example matrix is below. 

10 40 CFR 230.5 and February 6, 1990 Memorandum of Agreement Between the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Department of the Army Concerning the Oeterminatlon of Mttlgatlon Under the Clean Waler 
Act Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines 
u 40 CFR 1502.14 and CEO's 40 Most Asked Questions 5b 
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Example Environmental Factor Matrix 

etland Impacts (AcrH) 

Units 

& E Upland Specl11 

loodplaln Upland Impacts (Acres) 

Step 5: Determination of LEDPA 

ternatlve 1 tematlva 2 

.0 

1.9 

.0 

No 

Conclude the alternatives analysis with a description of the alternative proposed to be the 
LEOPA, reiterating the rationale for this determination. It Is noted that if the remaining alternatives 
have similar impacts to the aquatic ecosyslem as the applicant's preferred, USACE can conclude 
the applicant's proposal is the LEDPA. 12 It Is reiterated that no aspect or compensatory mitigation 
can be utilized in making this determination. In other words, an applicant cannot use 
compensatory mitigation to Mbuy downft an alternative in order to meet the LEDPA. 

12 August 23, 1993 EPA/USACE Memorandum to the Field concerning the Appropriate Level of Analysis 
Required for Evaluating Compliance with the Section 404(b0(1) Guldeline Alternatives Requirements 
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Winters, Willis 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Bratt, Peter 
Wednesday, October 21, 2015 11 :17 AM 
Lim, Leong 
Reynolds, John; Winters, Willis 
FW: (EXTERNAL] Joppa Trails public notice (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Attachments: Example. pdf; A TT00001.htm; document2015-10-01-102826.pdf; A TT00002.htm; 
Preparing_An_Alternatives _Analysis. FINAL.pdf; A TT00003.htm 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 
Completed 

And we go around again. Leong-do you want to call regarding the questions? I thought that TWM filed the submittal? 

Peter Bratt 
Manager II 
Dallas City Hall I Park & Recreation I 1500 Marilla 6FN I Dallas, TX 75201 
T:(214) 671-9836 F:(214) 670-5798 

From: Standifer, Sarah 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2015 11:13 AM 
To: Bratt, Peter 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Joppa Trails public notice (UNCLASSIAED) 

Corps says not working on public notice until questions resolved. Ask Leong to call the consultant. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "· I . El F 2 It g> 
Date: October 1, 2015 at 11:18:57 AM CDT 
To: Terri Symonds <tsymonds@symondsecology.com> 
Cc: john reynolds <john.revnolds@dallascityhall.com> 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL) Joppa Trails public notice (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

I'm writing it, but I'll be honest, it's a struggle based on the information provided. The following 
have caused the delay: 

The alternative analysis is incomplete and currently not accepted as the least environmentally 
damaging practicable alternative. I'm going to get through the public notice, but the section of it 
where I discuss alternatives considered will be lean and it will have to be completed prior to a 
permit issuance. As you can read from the attachment, there are two rebuttable presumptions for 
discharges into WOUS which involve special aquatic sites (wetlands). The first that alternatives 
that do not affect special aquatic sites are presumed available. The second is that practicable 

l 
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the applicants responsibility to clearly demonstrate that these presumptions have been rebutted. 

The mitigation statement in the submittal is very confusing. It states that that "mitigation is 
already in place and is part of an existing City of Dallas project known as Simpkins Site, USA CE 
Project Number SWF-2013-00065." Mitigation in Regulatory is project specific and will never 
be lumped with another project so it couldn't have been part of the Simpkins Site. In addition, 
the Simpkins Site project does not mention lumping trail impacts into the mitigation. I know 
we've gone round and round on this and some say mitigation has been accounted through 
USACE RPEC, but I have received nothing in writing showing that. If that's true, then again, the 
applicant will have to demonstrate that occurred and ensure its up to par with 33 CFR Part 332 
for compensatory mitigation for losses of aquatic resources. I'd like to put something in the 
public notice regarding compensatory mitigation, but I'm currently at a loss. 

Lastly, the figures . The submittal states that 5.3 acres of forested wetlands (or 5.1 acres 
depending on which section or figure of the submittal you read) and 1.5 acres of emergent 
wetlands are or will be impacted, but the wetland delineation maps provided do not clearly 
identify WOUS boundaries and where those impacts occur or occurred. This being an after-the
fact submittal, it should clearly identify parts of the trail has been constructed, the impacts that 
caused, where the trail hasn't been constructed and the proposed impacts it would cause. The 
figures lack a project boundary, wetlands boundaries delineated, stream, etc. There's a purple 
line that says "delineation", but I'm not clear on what that means and there are multiple other 
colors (blue, yellow and orange) that have no description. Also, on Sheet 13 there's a yellow 
"water crossing" that should be part of the legend and should clearly state what that means. If 
those crossings are elevated or spanned crossings they should say that and if those are aquatic 
features, then they should be identified as well within a project boundary. To see my point, 
compare the two attachments. Both are linear projects, but one is much easier to follow. 

Please assist us in better serving you! Please complete the customer survey by clicking on the 
following link: http://comsmapu.usace.army.mil/cm apex/f?p=regulatory survey 

-----Original Message-----
From: Terri Symonds [mailto:tsyrnonds@svmondsecology.com) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 4:52 PM 
To:·--· 
Cc: john reynolds 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Joppa Trails public notice 

2 
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Can you update me on the status of the public notice for the City of Dallas Joppa Trails? 

Terri Symonds 
Symonds Ecology, LTD. 
4401 Bay Valley Dr. 
Garland, TX 75043 
(972) 496-4701 (office) 
(972) 414-045 I (fax) 
(214) 926-0429 (mobile) 
tsymonds@symondsecology.com 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

3 
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Winters, Willis 

From: Reynolds, John 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 5:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Standifer, Sarah; Winters, Willis; Elam, Louise; Lim, Leong 
FW: 404 Permit Response 

Attachments: Corps Comment Response10-21-15.pdf 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Sarah, 

Annie is trying to set up a meeting with you, Mary, Willis and Mike Preston to go over the Corps comments on the 404 
permit. But I wanted to provide you the attached response letter that HOK prepared. We need yours and Mary's input 
on these items as I was not involved in the design process on the Joppa Connector or the previously constructed AT&T 
trail which is part of the current 404 permit. 

Thanks, 

John Reynolds, PLA 
Sr. Project Coordinator 
Dallas Park and Recreation Department 
214-670-5454 

From: Mike Preston [mailto:mike.preston@hok.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 4:22 PM 
To: Reynolds, John; Terri Symonds (tsymonds@symondsecoloqy.com); Zackary, Mary 
Subject: RE: 404 Permit Response 

John-
Attached are draft responses to the USACE comments regarding the AT&T and Joppa Connector Trail Individual Permit 
Application. It would be great to have the USACE individuals who were at AT&T Trail meeting at City Hall on March 18, 
2014. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information on the attached. 

Thanks-

Mike Preston 
St.n '" L\-;.; c1,itt: I Sr Pr 1e.~t i: Jn?~er 

HOK 

t - ! :? l I 2', t 52 2- ~. I ... : 14 Sn .. r~ mike.preston@hok.com 

hok.com I connect 

Celebrating 60 Years of Design + Innovation 
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October 21, 2015 

John Reynolds 
City of Dallas Parks & Recreation Department 
1500 Marilla Street 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

Re: HOK Response to US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Comments on the 404 Permit Submittal for 
the AT&T and Joppa Connector Trail Projects 

Dear Mr. Reynolds, 

HOK has reviewed the comments submitted by Neil Lebsock, USACE Regulatory Division who is 
reviewing the Individual 404 permit Appl ication for the trails noted above. These responses are 
matching those sent to you via email on October 6, 2015. 

USACE COMMENT #1 
The alternative analysis is incomplete and currently not accepted as the least environmentally damaging 
practicable alternative. I'm going to get through the public notice, but the section of it where I discuss 
alternatives considered will be lean and it will have to be completed prior to a permit issuance. As you 
can read from the attachment, there are two rebuttable presumptions for discharges into WOUS which 
involve special aquatic sites (wetlands). The first that alternatives that do not affect special aquatic sites 
are presumed available. The second is that practicable alternatives located in non-special aquatic sites 
have less impact on the aquatic ecosystem. It is the applicants' responsibility to clearly demonstrate 
that these presumptions have been rebutted. 

HOK RESPONSE: 
This trail project was originally designed under the oversight of the Ft. Worth USACE District as a linear 
transportation project in support of the Trinity River EIS Floodway improvements. 
The proposed trail alignment was walked with the City of Dallas and the USACE in February 2009 and 
approved. Three subsequent design review submittals were made to the USACE in April 2009, October 
2010 and May 2011 with no request to provide alternative alignments. 

USACE COMMENT #2 
The mitigation statement in the submittal is very confusing. It states that that "mitigation is already in 
place and is part of an existing City of Dallas project known as Simpkins Site, USACE Project Number 
SWF-2013-00065." Mitigation in Regulatory is project specific and will never be lumped with another 
project so it couldn't have been part of the Simpkins Site . In addition, the Simpkins Site project does not 
mention lumping trai l impacts into the mitigation. I know we've gone round and round on this and 
some say mitigation has been accounted through USACE RPEC, but I have received nothing in writing 
showing that. If that's true, then again, the applicant will have to demonstrate that occurred and ensure 
its up to par with 33 CFR Part 332 for compensatory mitigation for losses of aquatic resources. I'd like to 
put something in the public notice regarding compensatory mitigation, but I'm currently at a loss. 

Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, L P 2711 North Haskell Avenue, Suite 2250 Dallas TX 75204 
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Page 2 

HOK RESPONSE: 
This mitigation issue should be coordinated between the City of Dallas and USACE. In a March 2014 
meeting with the USACE at Dallas City Hall to discuss the AT&T Trail Permit the Corps indicated the 
mitigation issue would be resolved. 

USACE COMMENT #3 
Lastly, the figures. The submittal states that 5.3 acres of forested wetlands (or 5.1 acres depending on 
which section or figure of the submittal you read) and 1.5 acres of emergent wetlands are or will be 
impacted, but the wetland delineation maps provided do not clearly identify WOUS boundaries and 
where those impacts occur or occurred. This being an after-the-fact submittal, it should clearly identify 
parts of the trail has been constructed, the impacts that caused, where the trail hasn't been constructed 
and the proposed impacts it would cause. The figures lack a project boundary, wetlands boundaries 
delineated, stream, etc. There's a purple line that says "delineation", but I'm not clear on what that 
means and there are multiple other colors (blue, yellow and orange) that have no description. Also, on 
Sheet 13 there's a yellow "water crossing" that should be part of the legend and should clearly state 
what that means. If those crossings are elevated or spanned crossings they should say that and if those 
are aquatic features, then they should be identified as well within a project boundary. To see my point, 
compare the two attachments. Both are linear projects, but one is much easier to follow. 

RESPONSE: 
HOK is working with Symonds Ecology to revise I update the figures noted. These will be submitted to 
USACE in two weeks. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or require further information on the responses above. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Preston 
Senior Project Manager 

Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, LP 2711 North Haskell Avenue, Suite 2250 Dallas TX 75204 
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Preparing An Alternatives Analysis 

Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 

Fort Worth District- Regulatory Division 

November 2014 

In its evaluation of pennit applications to discharge dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. 
(WOUS), including wetlands, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is required to analyze 
alternatives to the proposed project that achieve its purpose. USACE conducts this analysis 
pursuant to two main requirements - the 404(b)(1) Guidelines (Guidelines) 1 and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)2

. USACE also considers alternatives as part of its public 
interest review evaluation3

• This document is intended to assist permit applicants in formatting 
information into an "Alternatives Analysis" that includes the key items that must be evaluated for 
permit decisions. It is by no means all inclusive of the scenarios that can occur with an 
Alternatives Analysis but captures many of the most common topics. 

USACE must evaluate alternatives that are practicable and reasonable. In accordance with the 
Guidelines at 40 CFR 230.1 O(a). a permit cannot be issued if a practicable alternative exists 
that would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem (known as the Least 
Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative [LEDPA]) , provided that the LEDPA does not 
have other significant adverse environmental consequences to other natural ecosystem 
components. Reasonable alternatives must be considered to satisfy NEPA. However, there are no 
requirements with reasonable alternatives relative to USACE's permit decision similar to the 
Guidelines. Evaluations to address the Guidelines and NEPA normally satisfy the requirements of 
the public interest review. 

The Guidelines include two rebuttable presumptions for projects with discharges into WOTUS which 
involve special aquatic sites (defined at 40 CFR 240.40-45 and include wetlands, riffle pool 
complexes, and other specific aquatic resources), that do not require access to or siting within the 
special aquatic site(s) to achieve their basic essence (basic project purpose). The first presumption 
states that alternatives that do not affect special aquatic sites are presumed to be available. The 
second presumption states that practicable alternatives located in non-special aquatic sites (e.g., 
other waters, uplands, etc.) have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem. It is the 
applicant's responsibility to clearly demonstrate to the USACE that both of these 
presumptions have been rebutted in order to pass the alternatives portion of the 
Guidelines. 

1 40 CFR Part 230 
2 33 CFR Part 325 Appendix B and 40 CFR 1508 
3 33 CFR 320.4(a)(2)ii 

1 
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The amount and detail of information in an alternatives analysis and the level of scrutiny required 
by the Guidelines is commensurate with the severity of the environmental impact (as determined 
by the functions of the aquatic resource and the nature of the proposed activity) and the 
scope/cost of the project4. Analysis of projects proposing greater adverse environmental effects 
need to be more detailed and explore a wider range of alternatives than projects proposing lesser 
effects. 

The extent to which an alternatives analysis incorporates these principles and details, can have 
substantial effects on the amount of time necessary for the USACE to evaluate a permit 
application. Below are r e c o m m e n d e d steps to follow in providing the necessary 
information for the USACE to consider in an alternatives analysis: 

Step 1: pescrjbe Need and peUne Purpose 

Need and purpose are inter-dependent terms which are critical to the alternative analysis. They 
should be articulated individually since the project's purpose is framed in relation to addressing a 
need. 

Need is typically the problem or opportunity that the applicant is proposing to meet with their 
project. It can normally be quantified or measured. Information collected or developed relative to 
project need is important in the framing of the project purpose. The evaluation of need will vary 
based on the type of project and will be commensurate with the magnitude of impacts and scope 
of the proposal. Examples can include: 

• Road/highway project - safety issues/needs such as accident rates, congestion levels, 
regional traffic flow, level of service, etc. 

• Commercial/Housing Development - market demands 
• Energy project - projected increases in power use 

USACE normally does not require an assessment and documentation associated with economic 
evaluations for private enterprise and assumes the applicant has undertaken adequate analysis. 
However, USACE may require documentation and assessment of the need on a case by case 
basis. 5 USACE can also conclude a project is speculative in relation to the need assessment and 
make a negative finding concerning a permit application. 

Based upon the need, the applicant should develop their project purpose and clearly state it. The 
project purpose statement should be carefully considered and developed, as it will define and 
drive the complexity of the alternatives analysis, including constraints and practicability 
considerations. The purpose should not be defined in such a restrictive manner to unduly restrict 
or preclude other alternatives, nor should it be so broad that a reasonable search of options 
cannot be accomplished. The applicant is to define the project purpose from their perspective. 
Inclusion of a geographic limit within the purpose statement is normally justified but subject to the 
same limits relative to unduly restricting the range of alternatives. This does not mean that site
specific projects do not occur. Additionally, USAGE must develop its own project purpose 

4 August 23, 1993 EPA/USACE Memorandum to the Field conceming the Appropriate Level of Analysis 
Required for Evaluating Compliance with the Section 404(b0(1) Guideline Alternatives Requirements 
5 33 CFR 3204(q) 

2 
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statement while considering the applicant's as well as the public's perspective. While at times, 
projects may legitimately be multi-use in nature, statements that are multi-purpose add substantial 
complexity to the alternatives analysis and can exponentially increase the number of alternatives 
that will need to be evaluated to capture the full range of practicable alternatives. Below are two 
examples of defining project purpose: 

Example 1 

• To build a profitable 225-lot single-family residential development with 2 Olympic-sized 
swimming pools, 3 recreational centers and 5 sports fields at the southwest 
intersection of Interstate 35W and Keller-Hicks Road. 

This example is too restrictive because there are no alternative sites to consider. It 
also unnecessarily details the exact number of lots and pools and other facilities, which 
unduly reduces the number of practicable and reasonable alternatives. Additionally, 
the profitability of the project is an inherent aspect of the project but not necessarily 
germane to the analysis USAGE has to undertake. 

• To provide residential development in Northeast Texas. 

For the type of action being proposed, this example is too broad in scope if the 
applicant is focusing on a certain city or county to locate the project. This would also 
create such a large number of alternatives that evaluating them would be unwieldy. 

• To provide a medium-sized single-family residential development with associated 
support facilities near Interstate 35W in Fort Worth, Texas, to meet local demand. 

This is an appropriate overall project purpose. It clearly defines what the project 
involves, single-family residences, rather than ~housing• which could include multi
family features such as townhouses or apartments, reflects the need to be located near 
a targeted major transportation corridor (which would need to be explained and 
supported in the needs analysis). and it defines the geographic scope to a reasonable 
and justified size addressing the applicant's target area of Fort Worth, TX while 
reflecting the public demand. 

Example 2 

• To build an economically viable 1. 75-million square foot furniture warehouse facility 
with a 150-car parking lot and 2-acre aesthetic reflecting pond, at the Southeast 
corner side of 1-20 in Duncanville. 

As with the first example, this example is too restrictive because there are no 
alternative sites to consider. It also unnecessarily details the exact square footage of 
the building, the number of parking spaces. and includes a water feature. It is unclear 
why the proposed water feature would be an essential component of this project. An 
applicant would have to attempt to justify in the need analysis why such a feature is 
relevant and needed for the commercial project. Additionally, as with the first example, 

3 
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the economic viability of the project is an inherent aspect of the project but not 
necessarily germane to the analysis USAGE has to undertake. 

• To provide light industrial/commercial development in the North Central Texas. 

Although the applicant may have a legitimate need to locate the project in a certain 
region, this example is likely too broad in scope and would also create such a large 
number of alternatives that evaluating them would be unwieldy. 

• To provide large commercial warehouse space with access to Interstate Highway and 
rail line in the South Dallas area to meet regional demands. 

This is an appropriate overall project purpose. It clearly defines what the project 
involves, commercial warehouse space, rather than the broader scope of light 
industrial/commercial development. The statement also specifies a legitimate need for 
access to both Interstate Highway and rail for transportation of goods and targets a 
reasonable and justifiable geographic target area of South Dallas county. The needs 
analysis that supports this statement will provide further details on the building size, 
the need for warehouse space in this growing area and will describe the specific 
transportation needs that drive project constraints relative to siting near both Interstate 
Highway and rail line to serve regional demands. 

The applicant's proposed overall project purpose will be carefully considered, but if the USAGE 
cannot concur with it as submitted, the USAGE is required to modify it. If the applicant has 
submitted an alternative analysis using a project purpose the USAGE cannot concur with, (e.g., it 
is too restrictive, contains multiple purposes but treated as one, etc.), the analysis most likely will 
need to be revised to appropriately include the proper range of practicable and reasonable 
alternatives and/or revised alternatives screening. The applicant would be notified of the change to 
the definition. 

Additional information about the proposed overall project purpose and applicant desires may also 
be provided, including details about the area, location, history, and other factors that influence or 
constrain the intended nature, size, level of quality, price class, or other characteristics of the 
project. Information that further describes why particular geographic boundaries were chosen 
also will assist the USAGE in its review. 

Step 2: Identify A!tematjyes 

The applicant should list all alternatives that were initially considered (the ~universe" of options) 
that could meet the overall project purpose. A brief description of each alternative should also be 
included. The maximum number of alternatives to study will vary and depends on the nature and 
scope of the proposed project. The number evaluated should typically be greater for projects 
involving greater impacts. The list, at a minimum, should be broken into the categories noted 
below: 

• According to 33 GFR Part 320.1 (a)(4) and 325 Appendix B, the USACE is neither an 

4 
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opponent nor a proponent of the applicant's proposal; therefore, the applicant's final 
proposal will be identified as the applicant's preferred alternative 

• The No Action Alternative(s)- this includes an alternative that would involve no 
discharges of dredged or fill material into WOUS (not involve a discharge of dredged or 
fill material into WOUS, which could involve reconfiguring the project to avoid all 
wetlands on the site or siting the project entirely in uplands off site) or permit denial. It 
can also include alternatives that are beyond the control of the applicant. Although the No 
Action alternative might not seem reasonable initially, it must always be included in the 
analysis and can serve several purposes. It is a reasonable alternative, especially for 
situations where the project does not comply with the regulations and consideration 
and disclosure of the consequences of a permit denial is warranted. It may also be a 
reasonable alternative for situations where impacts are great and the need is relatively 
minor. It can also be used in some circumstances as a benchmark- usually for ongoing 
actions - enabling decision makers to compare the magnitude of the environmental 
effects of the action alternatives. 

• Offsite locations, including those that might involve less adverse impact to WOUS, or 
less impact to special aquatic sites or less impact to higher quality aquatic resources. 

• Onsite alternatives, particularly those that would involve less adverse impact to WOUS. 
These include modifications to the alignments, site layouts, or design options in the 
physical layout and operation of the project to reduce the amount of impacts to WOUS. 
On-site options can be identified as sub-options. 

Steo 3: pescrjbe and Analyze A!ternatiyes for Practicability 

(NOTE: It may be more efficient to demonstrate that some alternatives will have greater Impact on the aquatic 
ecosystem compared to the applicant's preferred option than determining their practlcablllty. If It can be 
easily documented, and clearly described within the narrative and matrix described below, then step 4 can be 
Included In step 3. This Is only appropriate for alternatives where this distinction Is clear.) 

There may be differing levels of alternatives screening that occur with permit applications. Some 
applications may require several levels of screening (larger impacting and more complex 
proposals including multi-purpose projects) while others may have a single level (normal 
individual permit actions). For multiple level screening scenarios, coarser screens are typically 
applied at the outset to eliminate clearly impracticable and unreasonable alternatives while the 
sophistication and refinement of screens increases as the range/list of alternatives narrows. 
Single level alternatives analyses will normally not include coarse level screens but will have 
comparable degree screens for all alternatives. Regardless of the type of alternatives analysis, 
the criteria used to establish screens and how an alternative passes or fails the screen need to be 
clearly elucidated and supported. 

It is important to note that while the terms practicable and reasonable are used and may be 
synonymous at times, the factors to determine practicability for the Guidelines and reasonability 

5 
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for NEPA can and typically do differ. Practicable is defined as meaning the alternative is 
available, and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, 
and/or logistics in light of the overall project purpose(s). 6 Reasonable is based on consideration of 
the project purpose as well as technology, economics and common sense.7 The Guidelines may 
require more substantive effort to demonstrate compliance compared to NEPA, 8 as well as 
involve limitations relative to how they can be applied to determine practicability. This is further 
underscored by the rebuttable presumptions previously discussed requiring it be clearly 
demonstrated by the applicant that the alternatives are not practicable (and not Jess damaging -
see step 4) compared to the applicant's proposed project. 

When preparing an alternative analysis, there are potential opportunities to reduce effort and time 
as noted above relative to impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. This can also occur with alternatives 
that are not available or obviously impracticable. Such options can be identified and evaluated 
first and eliminated based on limited screening efforts. For example, attempts to obtain alternate 
sites but were not available or turned down for purchase, lease, or management can normally be 
eliminated from further consideration with limited information. Sites that are obviously too small to 
accommodate the project or that lie substantially outside the geographic boundaries identified in 
the overall project purpose are not practicable, and therefore unreasonable, and can be 
eliminated with little information. Any alternatives that are eliminated from further study because 
the applicant concluded they failed this first coarse round of screening still require certain 
descriptive information be provided. However, the level of information should be less than other 
options that will be subjected to more refined screen efforts. It is imperative the applicant describes 
why any alternative is eliminated from further analysis so USACE can independently review and 
verify the information and each step in the applicant's alternative analysis. The USACE will verify 
that the criteria used for screening at all levels are objective and comply with regulations, policy, 
and implementing guidance and ensure they are not so restrictive that they eliminate practicable, 
which includes reasonable, alternatives. 

Alternatives should be clearly listed and numbered for ease of reference and comparison. At a 
minimum, the following information for each alternative site examined should be provided: 

1. General site information: 

a. specific parcel information including, but not limited to; parcel ID numbers, aerial 
photos, location maps, and GPS coordinates; 

b. presence, quantity and quality or function of wetlands and/or other WOUS (If 
demonstrating that a site has more impact than other options, including the 
applicant's preferred, include potential direct and indirect impacts associated with these 
improvements in lieu of practicability information); 

c. County/City zoning designation; 

d*. the presence of any federally-listed threatened or endangered species or their critical 

~ 40 CFR 230.3(q) 
7 Council on Environmental Quality Guidance 40 Most Asked Questions #2A 
8 40 CFR 230.10(a)(4) 
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habitat, state listed species, or other natural or regionally important ecosystem resource 
factors that may be significantly impacted; and, 

e*. site infrastructure and other components for a single and complete project (v.All the site 
require new access roads/infrastructure, etc.?). 

(* - Items d and e may not be needed for those alternatives eliminated in the 
earliest coarse screens.) 

2. The practicability of each alternative: 

a. Practicability: As previously stated, alternatives that are practicable are those that are 
available and capable of being done by the applicant after considering the following (in 
light of the project purpose). An alternative needs to fail only one practicability factor to 
be eliminated during the screening process: 

Costs - Cost is analyzed in the context of the overall scope/cost of the 
project and whether it is unreasonably expensive. This determination is typically 
made in relation to comparable costs for similar actions in the region or analogous 
markets9

• If costs of an alternative are clearly exorbitant compared to those similar 
actions, and possibly the applicant's proposed action, they can be eliminated 
without the need to establish a cost threshold for practicability determinations. Cost 
is to be based on an objective, industry-neutral inquiry that does not consider an 
individual applicant's financial standing. The data used for any cost must be 
current with respect to the time of the alternatives analysis. For example, the costs 
associated with various infrastructure components such as roadways or utilities, 
including upgrades to existing infrastructure components or the need to establish 
new infrastructure components, may affect the viability of a particular alternative. 
A location far from all existing infrastructure (roads, water, sewer, and/or electricity) 
might not be practicable based on the costs associated with upgrading/establishing 
the infrastructure necessary to use that site. However, just because one alternative 
costs more than another does not mean that the more expensive alternative is 
impracticable. It is important to note that in the context of this definition, cost does 
not include economics. Economic considerations, such as job loss or creation, 
effects to the local tax base, or other effects a project is anticipated to have on the 
local economy are not part of the cost analysis; 

• Existing Technology - The alternatives examined should consider the 
limitations of existing technology yet incorporate the most efficienUleast-impacting 
construction methods currently available. For example, alternatives to a proposed 
highway that occur in unstable or dynamic soils may not be practicable due to a 
lack of technology to ensure the road will not crumble or collapse. Implementation 
of state of the art technologies might be available and should be considered if 
applicable. Engineered retaining walls and cantilevered road ways can also be 
incorporated into an alternative that substantially minimizes wetland or water 

9 National Policy Guidance Old Cutler Bay Associates 404(q) Permit Elevation, 13 Sep 1990. 
7 
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impacts by eliminating fill slopes. However, it is recognized that such actions may 
result in the alternative being determined as impracticable due to costs; and, 

• Logistics - The alternatives evaluated may incorporate an examination of 
various logistics associated with the project, i.e., placement of facilities within a 
specified distance to major thoroughfares, utilization of existing storage or staging 
areas, and/or safety concerns that cannot be overcome. Examples of alternatives 
that may not be practicable considering logistics are: no access to a major 
interstate or rail for manufactured goods; a piece of property is land-locked and 
cannot be accessed by public roads or utilities and applicant does not have 
condemnation authority; water supply is needed within a certain time frame and 
option cannot be implemented within it. 

b. Availability: The Guidelines state that if it is otherwise a practicable alternative, an area 
not presently owned by the applicant that could reasonably be obtained, utilized, 
expanded, or managed in order to fulfill the overall purpose of the proposed activity can 
still be considered a practicable alternative. In other words, the fact that an applicant does 
not own an alternative parcel, does not preclude that parcel from being considered as a 
practicable alternative. This factor is normally a consideration as a logistics and possibly 
cost limitation. The applicant should consider and anticipate alternatives available 
during the timeframe that the USACE conducts its alternatives analysis. In some 
circumstances, consideration of the timeframe when property was obtained by the 
applicant may influence the analysis. 

3. Presentation of alternatives information: 

An alternatives comparison matrix (see example on next page) is an effective way to present and 
compare the main parameters that were considered during the evaluation. To allow for an 
objective evaluation, the comparison of the plan(s) for the proposed and alternative sites should 
be framed for "yes" or "no" determinations. A narrative needs to accompany the matrix defining 
the practicability factors chosen, the data used to support the limitations of the factor or criteria, 
and explanation of any "no" determinations. Practicability of the No Action alternative also 
must be addressed in this narrative and, if applicable, also included in the matrix. The 
information should explain the consequences on the applicant and the public if the project is 
denied, if an alternative can be implemented that does not involve discharges into WOUS, or is an 
option that is outside the capability of the applicant. Any remaining alternatives that are found to 
be practicable will move on to the next and final step. 

8 
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Example Alternative Comparison Matrix for Practicability 
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Sten 4: ldlntjfy tbe least Enyjronmentally Damaging Afternattye 

All alternatives making it to this step are practicable. Therefore, a comparison and determination 
of which is the least damaging is required. The Guidelines require that only the LEDPA can be 
authorized. It Is also important to recognize that determining the least environmental damaging 
alternative cannot include any aspect of compensatory mitigation. 10 

Using the same numbering system from the step above, identify the impacts to the aquatic 
ecosystem for each remaining practicable alternate site and option. Because the Guidelines 
include the consideration as to whether the LEPDA results in "other significant adverse 
environmental consequences" to other natural ecosystem components, those other natural 
environmental factors and the significant effects to them can also be discussed as well. For each 
remaining site, the narrative should include the following information: 

a. describe the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts (beneficial or adverse) to the 
aquatic ecosystem (WOUS) associated with each of the remaining alternatives; 

b. identify, specify and quantify the impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. Rather than stating 
that "Alternative A would result in a large impact to low quality wetlands and ditches that 
are sparsely vegetated and impact some wildlife" use "Alternative A would result in the 
discharge of fill material into 2.1 acres of modified riverine wet meadow wetland and 
realignment and filling of 1.2 acres of channelized intermittent stream that contains 
scattered emergent wetland vegetation." 

c. describe the significant adverse environmental impacts associated with each of the 
remaining alternatives on other natural ecosystem features and how the determination of 
significant was made. 

d. in order to ensure an appropriate and meaningful comparison of alternatives in relation 
to their proposed and predicted impacts, equivalent methods and level of detail are 
required for all alternatives 11 at similar levels in the screening process. For example, if 
detailed studies on hydrologic effects are presented for one the alternatives carried 
forward in an analysis, but not others, the analysis would to be supplemented with the 
same type and level of data and information for the other options. 

2. If multiple practicable alternatives remain, and/or many natural environmental factors are 
involved that would be significantly impacted, another matrix that contains only environmental 
parameters (e.g., wetland functional units; Federal and/or state listed species; high 
functioning/value upland habitat, floodplains, and plant communities; air quality) can be used to 
assist in illustrating the proposed LEDPA. Emphasis should be placed on impacts to the aquatic 
environment through acreage and functional unit loss of wetlands or other WOTUS that would be 
affected or eliminated by each alternative. An example matrix is below. 

10 40 CFR 230.5 and February 6, 1990 Memorandum of Agreement Between the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Department of the Army Concerning the Determination of Mitigation Under the Clean Water 
Act Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines 
11 40 CFR 1502.14 and CEQ's 40 Most Asked Questions Sb 
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Example Environmental Factor Matrix 
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Conclude the alternatives analysis with a description of the alternative proposed to be the 
LEDPA, reiterating the rationale for this determination. It is noted that if the remaining alternatives 
have similar impacts to the aquatic ecosystem as the applicant's preferred, USACE can conclude 
the applicant's proposal is the LEDPA. 12 It is reiterated that no aspect of compensatory mitigation 
can be utilized in making this determination. In other words, an applicant cannot use 
compensatory mitigation to "buy down" an alternative in order to meet the LEDPA. 

12 August 23, 1993 EPA/USACE Memorandum to the Field conceming the Appropriate Level of Analysis 
Required for Evaluating Compliance with the Section 404(b0(1) Guideline Altematives Requirements 
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---- Forwarded messa2e:------------~---------. From·(6f(6) - -
\ ~ -

Date: Nov 17, 2015 3:35 PM 
Subject: Query to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on Section 404 permit for Joppa Connector 
To: "Eric Nicholson" <eric.nicholsont@.dallasobserver.com> 
Cc: 

Hello Eric: 
Here's the goods. Let me know if you have any other questions . 
• 
Background on Section 404 permits. 

The U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, at the direction of Congress under Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act, regulates the discharge of dredged and fill material into all waters of the United 
States, including wetlands. The intent of the law is to protect the nation's waters and wetlands 
from the indiscriminate discharge of material capable of causing pollution and to restore and 
maintain their chemical, physical and biological integrity. A federal Section 404 permit is 
required lo ensure these environmental protections. 

I . Did the city need a 404 permit for work on the Joppa Connector? 

Yes, portions of the Joppa Connector are located within wetlands. 

2. Did it have a 404 permit for work on the Joppa Connector? 

No. 

Portions of the AT&TTrnil were constructed in wetlands that are waters of the United States 
without the requisite 404 permit. The city self-reported and slopped work in waters of the United 
States. We required them to apply for an after-the-fact permit which is when Regulatory 
Division, Fort Worth District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, learned of the Joppa Connector 
project. 

Since we view the Joppa Connector and AT&T trail as essentially being the same trail-building 
effort, the impacts will be combined and be pennitted as one. 

3. Has it since applied for a 404 permit for the Joppa Connector? 

Yes. The city of Dallas applied for a permil for the combin~d AT&T-Joppa Connector but it is 
incomplete. The Corps is awaiting certain pertinent information regarding the amount of 
wetlands which were impacted by the construction. The Corps anticipates recei\'ing the missing 
information so that it can post n public notice on the project before the end of the calendar year. 

4. Did the Corps issue a stop-work order? Can you provide a copy? 

No. The city self.reported and itself stopped work in the waters of the United States. 

5. What are the potential consequences of doing construction work in wetlands without a 404 
pennit? 

The U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers is working with the city of Dallas to obtain the 404 pennit 
2 
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for the AT&T-Joppa CoMector. Uncooperative or recalcitrant violators could face referral to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for administrative or other civil penalties should they 
continue to el<ecute construction work in waters of the United States without the requisite permit. 
{bl"(6) 

More infonnation can be found at these URL addresses: 
DaJlas Floodway projects 
www.swf.usucc.army.mil/MissjonsJWaterSustainment 
Fort Worth District website 
www.swf.usacc.anny.mil 
Fort Worth District Facebook page 
www.focebook.com/pages!Fo11-Wonh-District-US-AmJy-Coms-of
En11ineers/l 880837112l9308 

T em ~mond11 
.S!jmund~ L_.:ok1S!J, LTD 
Hu 1 E>;\!.1 vO\u~,, Dr 
C1arbnd, TX j 'IO+'> 

(~ i :?.) -~>'o·+?o I (uff1.:c) 

(:' J l.) + 1 +-o+~ I (f M) 

(.?.1 ·t) •JZo-0-t!O (n1ob~e) 

ts4mond:s®s4111ond:secolog11 com 

l 
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Reynolds, John 

From: 
Sent: 

Terri Symonds <tsymonds@symondsecology.com> 
Thursday, November 19, 2015 12:50 AM 

To: Reynolds, John; Mike Preston 
Subject: Fwd: AT&T mitigation 
Attachments: Trinity River Mitigation AA.pdf; ATI00001.htm; image001.jpg; ATI00002.htm 

Attached is a thread regarding mitigation discussed at the meeting. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Zackary, Mary" <mary.zackary@dallascityhall.com> 
Subject: FW: AT&T mitigation 
Date: May 5, 2014 at 2:46:06 PM CDT 
To: <mike.prestonl@hok.com>, 11Terri Symonds" <tsymondsl@symondsecology.com> 

Mike and Terri: 

The email below contains a link that you can access for the Simpkins mitigation. I cursorily reviewed the files. 
It appears the project information is as follows: 

Project Name: Simpkins (or Simpkins Site) 
Project Number: SWF - 2013-00065 

The attached document shows the mitigation credits that we are purchasing. 
Let me know if you need additional information. 

Thanks, 

Mary Zackary 
City of Dallas 
1500 Marilla, LlBS 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
214-671-9507 
214-670-3226 (fax) 
New email address: 
mary.zackary@dallascitvhall.com 

From: Nguyen, Than 
Sent: Monday, May OS, 2014 10:24 AM 
To: Zackary, Mary 
Subject: RE: AT&T mitigation 

Mary, 

The city attorney office had asked to see the actual 404 permit application to draft the wetland mitigation bank so I 
previously asked Terracon to send it to me. The file is too large to email so you can access it at: 
ftp://ftp.dallastx.cod/Floodplain%20Management/Simpkins%20Remediation/Simpkins%20Remediation/404%20Applicat 
ion/ 

1 
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Your consultant can access it 
at: ftp://ftp.dallascityhall.com/Floodplain%20Management/Simpkins%20Remediation/Simpkins%20Remediation/404% 
20Application/ 

As for the current status of my mitigation, the AA is finalized (see enclosed) as we are waiting for payment to be made to 
the mitigation bank. 

Than 

From: Zackary, Mary 
Sent: Monday, May OS, 2014 9:54 AM 
To: Nguyen, Than 
Subject: AT&T mitigation 

Than, 
My sub-consultant is trying to wrap up the AT&T 404 permit application. She needs the project name and number of 
your project permit. As you recall, the corps indicated that your project mitigation could account for our mitigation. 
Thanks, 

Mary Zackary 
City of Dallas 
1500 Marilla, LlBS 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
214-671-9507 
214-670-3226 (fax) 
New email address: 
mary.zackary@dallascitvhall.com 

2 
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it> ADMINISTRATIVE ADMINISlRATIVE ACTION I 

ACTION 14Fl7~7 
OnYOFOAUAB 

EFFECTIVE DATE l 
Se• Admlnlsbatlw Dlrwllw..,.. [leotion• 1Through11) 

1W Addftloriel Guldellnea and Routing 

1. PIK9.,, "X" In mt IPPfoprllt9-~Ind IUbmlt thl!l fellm fOr h IPPfOVa/ of: 

~ 
a. Law bid contracts Of not more than 570,000 
b. Chanae orders fOr IOW bid contracts: sso,ooo or less <mmv not lnause ortglna1 contract pr1ce bV more than 25%> 

~ c. Pr0fessfonal/P9rto11i111/PlannlngJOther servtce contracts: $50,000 or less. 
d. Amendments to norH>ld contracts: 550,000 or lesS, per City COdt sec. 2-34 

D e. WRffM e>Cl)endltures: 550,000 or less per Oty COde sec. 2-799 Of tne City code. 
0 f. otn• rmcplaln on attacnmena 

2. Mad> -~dOmnlnU~-~ •requited. A#tOWIJllllllM~,,.,.._---.. ,....... 
J. IS Chll ~,..,.,.to a con.stl'Uctlon l1f'O#Kt'I I I J Yes 00 No 
" Mr ACtnfnlstnrMt ACaorJS to this wndor' In h llSt 12 montlU1 ·~ attxtl ~ ID YIS ~No 
vendor' Nlmlt: Trinity River Mitigation Bank, LP 

~ 
Simpkins R.c:mcdiation 1~ I Trinity Watershed Management I Floodplain 
<PBSWM007) U•n•ncment 

Aaai Authorize an agreement with Trinity River Mitigation Bank, LP for required Mtland mitigation ..,.. associated with improvements pl1m1ed for Simpkins Rmncdiation (PBSWM007) in the amount of 
$19,250.00for1.10 Credi.11. 

concrlCt 1Wm: ADI# Zll1,4 1b December Mf• 

~ Simpkins Remediation includes improvmnonts to the closed South Loop and Elam Landfills. ~ 
soils will be placed onsitc to comply with TCEQ regulations. There are numerous identified d 
cells on both properties. Due to upcoming construction activities that will distmb tbcsc wetlands, a 
USACE 404 permit is needed and a requirement of this pmnit is to include wetlaud mitigation. This 
action will allow for the required wetland mitigation. Three quotes were obtained from 3 local non-profit 
wetland mitigation banks. Thci lowest quote received is Trinity Mitigation Bank, LP for $19,25() and a 
total of 1.10 credits. 
FUND Dl!l'f UNIT AaV 08J PllOmNI INCIMBPANCE WM>Olr AMOUNT 

FUndlng: 0063 SDM 4796 SDOI 3070 PBSWM007 SDM4796BM02 VS0000076787 Sl9,250.00 

Jllrallct No.: PBSWM007 I coat: I 92678 I Cumnt SDM Qip1111 Fund 

~°'*' ClrfgnalaaM ~CWM crflNICllM fDlll~ Chlf1ft AmOunr mllOllfioe 
No. NO. ,.. AmO&d tftM!MonNfs ~ "*"""' °'*' 
~ AWOllllMJXW. Prime and subCOntradDrl use this section fOr IOW bid contraca greater Ulan sso.ooo nut Im thin S7D,ooo. 

.. --
1NnOClnC NnCa/1- ,.. ·-- llUllt' .... - ---·---· to Adi arm.to Amltbn Number 

$ $ 
ADDIDWll: AmllMll•- In• ............. 11111~2 crt•DllltCh Ccate. 

~ 
. 

E> 10/ 14 /)01 ... -! J_ 3/t.J/t'f 

ort;lnal - City secretary REV0D/2012 
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145737 

MITIGATION CREDIT SALES AGREEMENT 

This Mitigation Credit Sales Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into by and 
between Trinity River Mitigation Bank, L.P., a Texas limited partnership ("TRMB"), and the 
City of Dallas (the "City"). 

RECITALS: 

A. Pursuant to that certain Mitigation Banking Instrument Agreement dated April 
2001, (the "MBr') by and between, among others, Wetland Partners, L.P., a Texas limited 
partnership ("Wetland Partners'1, as the sponsor, West Fork Partners, L.P., a Texas limited 
partnership ("West Fork"), and the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers ("USACE"), Wetland Partners 
and West Fork established the Trinity River Mitigation Bank under Permit Number 199800370 
(the "Bank"). 

B. TRMB is the successor in interest to West Fork's rights under the MBI, although 
West Fork remains the owner of the surface of real property subject to the MBI. 

C. Pursuant to the terms of the MBI, TRMB and Wetland Partners intend to develop, 
restore, enhance, create and preserve wetlands, open water habitat and riparian habitat on certain 
real property described in the MBI in exchange for mitigation bank credits authorized by 
USACE (the "Credits"). 

D. The City is developing certain real property, and in conjunction with such 
development, USACE has required that the City provide off-site wetland mitigation to 
compensate for impacts to USACE jurisdictional waters (SWF-2013-00065). 

E. The City desires to purchase from TRMB one and one-tenth (1.1) Credits to 

satisfy the City's mitigation obligation. 

AGREEMENT: 

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration which is further described in 
this Agreement, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the City and 

TRMB agree as follows: 

1. Sale of the Credits. TRMB hereby agrees to sell and assign, and does hereby 
sell, assign, transfer and convey to the City, and the City hereby agrees to purchase and accept, 
and does hereby purchase, accept, acquire and receive from TRMB, one and one-tenth (1.1) 
Credits to satisfy the City's mitigation obligation set forth in pennit SWF-2013-00065 (City 

Mitigation Credits). 

2. Payment for Credits. In consideration of the sale, assignment, transfer and 
conveyance of the City Mitigation Credits, the City agrees to pay to TRMB the sum of Nineteen 
Thousand Two Hundred Fifty and No/100 ($19,250.00). 

1 
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145737 

3. Representations. 

(a) Representations ofTRMB. TRMB represents to the City the following: 

{i) TRMB is a Texas limited partnership, duly fonned and validly existing; 

(ii) the City Mitigation Credits are free and clear of all liens, pledges, security 
interests or other encumbrances other than those imposed by the MBI; 

(iii) TRMB has duly taken all action necessary to authorize its execution and 
delivery of this Agreement and to authorize the consummation and perfonnance 
of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement; 

{iv)TRMB shall issue to City such documentation as is required by USACE to 
show the purchase of one and one-tenth (1.1) Credits was consummated 
by City in accordance with the MBI; 

(v) this Agreement, and all other agreements executed in connection with this 
Agreement, are the legal, valid and binding obligations of TRMB, enforceable in 
accordance with their terms; 

(vi) the Bank is operated, and will continue to be operated, in accordance with 
all applicable USACE laws, regulations, orders, permit requirements, agreements 
and guidance, including, without limitation, the MBI and Pennit Number 
199800370; 

(vii) TRMB has not received any notices of violation or other written 
communications from USACE or any other local, state, or federal agency alleging 
violations of an ordinance, law, statute, rule, or regulation regarding TRMB 
operation of the Bank. 

(viii) the sale, assignment, transfer and conveyance of the City Mitigation 
Credits to the City pursuant to this Agreement is not prohibited or otherwise 
restricted by the MBI or any other contracts or agreements entered into by TRMB. 

(ix) TRMB represents and/or warrants to City that it is aware of the permit, 
that USACE has required that the City provide off-site wetland mitigation to 
compensate for impacts to USACE jurisdictional wetlands and that TRMB is not 
aware of any circumstance, regulation or prohibition for City's use of the City 
Mitigation Credits to satisfy, in whole or part, any mitigation obligation of the 
City. 

Other than as expressly set forth above, TRMB does not make any representations or 
warranties to City, including, without limitation, the suitability of the Credits or whether 
or not the Credits will satisfy, in whole or part, any mitigation obligation of the City. 
(b) Representations of Citv. The City represents to TRMB the following: 

2 
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145737 

(i) City is a Texas municipal corporation, duly formed and validly existing 
under the laws of the state of Texas; 

(ii) the City has duly taken all action necessary to authorize its execution and 
delivery of this Agreement and to authorize the conswnmation and perfonnance 
of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement; and 

(iii) this Agreement is the legal, valid and binding obligation of the City, 
enforceable in accordance with their terms. 

Other than as expressly set forth above, City does not make any representations or 
warranties to TRMB. 

4. Confidentialicy. Except as provided under existing state and federal laws, the City 
shall keep absolutely confidential the existence of this Agreement, its terms, and all information 
regarding the MBI, TRMB, the Credits and the Bank that the City learned, was provided or was 
otherwise disclosed to City in connection with the negotiation, execution and consummation of 
this Agreement, except for the disclosure of those items that are already in the public domain, 
where disclosure is otherwise required by law, or the disclosure is approved by TRMB in 
writing. TRMB aclmowledges that the City is subject to the Texas Public Infonnation Act, and 
that the City's confidentiality obligations hereunder are subject and subordinate to the City's 
obligations under that act. 

5. Notices. Notices or other communications under this Agreement by either party 
to the other shall be given or delivered sufficiently if they are in writing and are delivered 
personally, or are dispatched by registered or certified mail, postage pre-paid, or facsimile, 
addressed or delivered to the other party as set forth on the signature pages to this Agreement. 

6. Binding Agreement: Assignment. This Agreement, and its benefits and 
obligations, shall inure to and bind the respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and 
assigns of the parties hereto. This Agreement may not be assigned by TRMB or the City without 
the written consent of the other. 

7. Restriction on Recordation. Neither this Agreement nor any notice, memorandum 
nor notation thereof shall be recorded or disclosed by TRMB or the City in any public records or 
in any document made public, except where disclosure is otherwise required by law. 

8. Final Agreement. Th.is Agreement embodies the whole agreement of the City and 
TRMB. This Agreement shall supersede all previous communications, discussions, 
representations, advertisements, proposals or agreements either verbal or written, between the 
City and TRMB not otherwise contained in this Agreement. 

9. Captions. The captions in this Agreement are included for convenience only and 
shall be given no legal effect whatsoever. 

3 
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145737 

10. Modification. This Agreement may not be modified except by written instrument 
executed by both the City and TRMB. 

11. Choice of Laws: Venue. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the 
State of Texas, and the venue for all disputes with respect to this Agreement shall be in Dallas, 
Dallas County, Texas. 

12. Partial Invalidity. Should any part of this Agreement be rendered void, invalid or 
unenforceable by any court of law for any reason, such a determination shalt not render void, 
invalid or unenforceable any other part of this Agreement, provided, however, that the parties 
receive the full consideration bargained for hereunder. 

13. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of 
which shall constitute an original, and all of which shall constitute one and the same agreement. 

EXECUTED this the (~ day of ~r<.h 2014, by CITY, signing by and 
through its City Manager, duly authorized to execute same by Administrative Action 14-
5137 , and by TRINITY RIVER MITIGATION BANK, L.P., acting through its duly 
authorized officials. 

CITY OF DALLAS: 
A.C. GONZALEZ 
City Manager 

BY_~--1r,f!t-...... :"'--"'t ~-: "+-MJL-=m6'--a-ge-r ~,--
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
WARREN M.S. ERNST 

::1fbtcL-~ 
Assistant City Attorney 

ATTEST 

City Secretary 

4 

TRMB: 
TRINITY RIVER MITIGATION BANK, 
L.P ., a Texas limited partnership 

By: Wetland Partners, L.P. 
Its: General Partner 

By: WF Investments, Inc. 
Its: General Partner 

BY~* 
President 

5956 Sherry Lane, Suite 1810 
Dallas, TX 75225 

Telephone: 
Facsimile: 
Tax I.D.: 

214-891-0920 
214-891-9855 
20-213-7693 
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TWM 
Attn: Than Nguyen, Project Manager 
1500 Marilla St, 6BS 
Dallas, Texas 75201 

145737 
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4111 RECEIVED ~ 
TRINITY WATERSHED MANAGEMENT MAR 1 0 201~ 1 

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION ROUTING FORM BY: ___ _ 

Please route the attached Administrative Action in sequence. 
Do not separate any documents In this package. 

Date: March 10, 2014 Division: lWM-Floodplaln Management 

Project Name: Simpkins Remediation 

Vendor: Trinity River Mitigation Bank, LP (VS0000076787) 

Please initial and date below upon approval. 

IN OUT 

____ CBU Admin. Specialist: Britt Montgomery 6DS 

~P/1¥ ..S,h~/t!( CBU Manager: Sandy Baxter~ 6DS 

:3) lo//(/ JI lollf CBU Procurement Manager: Gehan Asaad ~ 6DS 

w~ Budget Manager: Vickie Henry V'4f 

____ Pr.o1•an1 Managet: Sue AllfaFN 

__2L1.<r/JL Assistant Director: Sarah Standifer 

~fi:t-- Director: Ell>abeth Fernande~ 
.3/ loJiJf_ City Manager's Office: Jill A. Jordan 

3110 ~City Attorney's Office: Ileana Fernand~ l'.5 
____ City Secretary's Office: Genevieve Ruelas 

605 

OCMC 108 

6BS 

&BS 

4DN 

~ON 
sos 

670-5223 

670-5223 

671-9516 

948-4267 

948-4450 

671-9581 

671-9367 

670-1204 

670-3477 

670-3738 

Comments: Please contact Sandy Baxter at (214) 671-8915 when this document Is ready to 
be moved/routed or if additional information is needed. 
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